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Adlai Declines To Help But
fibWill Comment On Program
1111 By WILLIAM GILBRAITH
.1, United Press Stan Correspondent
-" WASHINGTON IP —The White
ta House said today that Adlai E.
' Stevenson has declined an ad-
ministration invitation to help
prepare the American program
to be submitted to the December
ATO meeting in Paris.
But Eisenhower's uneuccessful
Democratic opponent in 1952 and
1956 was willing, according to
the White House, to give his
views publicly on the program
after it has been prepared.
ope Wanes
For Rescue Of
44 Persons
HONOLULU IP e—Hope waned
today for the rescue of any
survivors from a Pan American
Stratecruiser missing since Fri-
day with 44 persons aboard.
Even as more ships and planet
joined in what appeared to be
a futile search, Pan American
World Airways launched an in-
vestigation to determine if there
was "any element of a crime
in the disappearance of t he
plane.
"We will go into all angles
possible." said a Pan American
iripokesman In San Farncisco.
'Our first job is to find the
plane. ef course, but it is also
our duty to determine the cause
of the plane's disappearance."
The plane, a four-engined Boe-
ing. vanished Friday afternoon
while flying from San Francisco
to Honolulu with 38 passengers
and a crew of eight.
So far, every clue investigated
by the ships and planes taking
*art in the biggest peacetime
search in history his tuitned out
to be false.
Gorilla Expects
New Baby Soon
COLUMBUS, Ohio — play-
ful little Cub, the first gorilla
',aver born in captivity, will have
a brother or sister next March.
Earl F Davis. Columbus Zoo
superintendent,. told the United
Press today Cofo's mother, Chris-
tina, was "expecting again." He
estimated the baby would be
born "sometime in March."
He said the mating between
Christina and Baron, the 500-
pound father, occurred around
July 22 or July 23. He based
Rhe birth prediction on the 259
days required for Cob's birth.
Colo caught the world's fancy,
Dec. 22. 1956. when she came
into the world weighing 31/4
pounds. She was found on the
floor of her parents' cage by
an Ohio State University vet-
erinarian student working at' the
zoo. Scientists and doctors were
startled by the birth because
eihey had believed gorillas could
Wee be born in captivity.
Davis and attendants worked
night and day to keep Colo
alive.
The frolicsome gorilla today.
less than II months later, weighs
17 pounds. four ounces
-The administration plans to
avail themselves of that offer
of Mr. Stevenson," Press Secre-
tary James C. Hagerty told news-
men.
Stevenson was not invited to
accompany the President to Paris,
nor has the White House made
any overtures to former Presi-
dent Truman in connection with
preparation of the program. Ap-
parently Stevenson will be in-
formed of the program after
it is submitted to the NATO
council meeting, and he then
will make some public statement
on what he thinks of it.
The Presioent, pronounced in
"excellen." health Monday after
an overnight hospital checkup,
scheduled one of his stiffest
days of conferences in recent
months.
He was slated to confer first
with Vice President Richard M.
Nixon, Secretary of State John
Foster Dulles. Treasury • Seem.-
tary Robert B. Anderson and
Budget Director Percival Brun-
dage on next year's foreign aid
program.
Next was a special meeting
of the top policy-making Na-
tional Security Council. the first
of two such meetings this week
billed by the White. House as
dealing primarily with security
plans ,and budget needs.
The President scheduled an
afternoon meeting with Aneurin
Bevan. foreign policy leader of
the British Labor Party, who
has urged a "manumit" ineeting.
of Western and Soviet leaders.
Eisenhower planned a final
late afternoon meeting with And-
erson and his top economic ad-
visers, presumably to consider
the impact on the national eco-
nomy of possible increased mili-
tary spending. Al
No White House discussions
on next year's defense budget
were expected before later in
the week, after the President
flies to Oklahoma City. Okla..
Wednesday for his second "chins
up" science speech.
A qualified administration or—
facial told the United Press today
he does not expect any "sharp"
Increase in the new defense
budget from the 38 billion dol-
lars that has been the Penta-
gon's "planning figure" since
before Sputnik.
The Democratic - controlled
Congress came uncitst sharp at-
tack for the cuts today from
Republican National Chairman
Meade Alcorn In a speech pre-
pared for R .publican workers
in Oakland. Calif., Alcorn said
Congress "slashed" $2.500.000,000
from Eisenhower's defense re-
quest.
Retired Defense Secretary
Charles E. Wilson also said Mon-
day night in Detroit he thought
the nation was "getting too
complacent" when Congress cut
the defense appropriation last
summer. '
In other major U.S. missile-
satellite developments:
—Gen. Lauris Norstad. NATO
Commander. said he had sub-
mitted i strategic outline for
the next five years on the as-
sumption Russia could launch
not only an earth satellite but
"a vehicle able to gather and
transmit military information."
No ad said the West's air-
ate le power and worldwide
military bases will hold the
military balance of power "for
(Continued On Page 61
"""."'""*"."""" Hazel PTA Will1
WEATHER Meet Thursday
REPORT
By UNITED PRESS
Southwest Kentucky — Mostly
cloudy and mild today, high
57 to 62 Cloildy and continued
mild tonight and Wednesday with
occasional light rain. Low tonight
45 to 50, high Wednesday near
Some 5.30 a.m. temperatures:
Louisville a n d Lexington 37,
Covington 35, Bowling Green
46, Paducah 43, London 34 and
Hopkinsville 42.
Evansville, Ind., 41.
The Hazel PTA will meet
, Thursday night. November 14,
at 7 o'clock at the school, ac-
cording to Mrs. Robert Taylor,
program chairman.
ThS topic will be "American
Education Week."
Devotion will be givep.by Mr.
Parks and special music will
be presented under the direction
of Mrs. Betty Dale. Topic "Train-
ing s Responsibiljty" will be
given by Mr. Lovett.
_ Open.. house visitation of class
rooms will be conducted at the
end of the program.
Mrs-. Ray Brownfield andher
Home Economics class -Ain serve
refreshments.
Lone Oak School, 1909
, Back row, left to right. Nesby 'Walker, Harry
Maybel Kirkland. Lou Dolandson, Cara Walker,
Otte Compton, Sally Billington, Harmon Tucker, Eula
Compton, Rosy Stewart, Edna Billington, Ethel Walker.
Second row, left to right, Archie Tripp, Cecil Walker.
Ninie Walker, Myrtle Maupin, Bodine Hensley. Lula
Vaughn, Clevelan Hale, Hilda Holland, Madie Walker,
Gracie Hicks, Palace Lovett, Lillie Compton. Ruby Walk-
en
Third row, left to right. Eunice Walker. Palmer
Hensley. 1,018 Jackson, Effie Billington. Herman Holland,
Walter B. McCord
Joins Advertising
Staff Of Daily
Walter B. McCord, son if Mr.
and Mrs. Walter B. McCord. has
joined the Ledger and Times
advertising staff. according to
'publisher James C. Williams.
McCord was added to the staff
Walter B. McCord
in order that greater service
could be rendered to local adver-
tisers and to aid with the in-
creased growth of the daily
newspaper.
McCord.- was born, in Greens-
boro. Alabama anti is a grand-
son of the late Martha Brown
McCord who was born and raised
in Murray.
He has moved about consider-
ably during his lifetime as his
father has been an offirer in
the army for a number of years.
At the present time Mr. McCord
Is in the Military Department
at Murray State College. The
family lives at 210 Woowlawn
where they have purchased a
home.
McCord has lived in Landshul,
Schwabach and Erlangen, Bav-
aria: Raleigh. North Carolina and
Tucson and Tombstone, Arizona,
He attended American high
schools in Munich and Nurem-
burg.. Germany and graduated
from' the high school at Greens-
boro, Alabama. He also nas at-
tended the University of1 Mary-
land, Austin Peay College at
Clarksville. Tennessee and Cor-
nell University at Ithaca, New
York.
While in Greensboro he was
employed on the newspaper, the
Greensboro Watchman.
Mr. and Mrs. McCord also
have two other sons, Kelly and
Alexander.
Frozena Stewart, Fred Lovett, Clara Jones, Clive Comp-
ton, Valta Holland, Pete Tucker, Lona Tucker.
Fourth row, left to right, Lola Dolanson, Alice Lovett,
Nora Hicks, Verna Holland, . Maybe! Tucker, teacher
Walter Compton, Rowland Walker, Gary Walker, and
baby brother Trudy Walker, Annie Lovett, Beatrice
Hicks. Wyonia Tucker, Erie Stewart, Trudy Holland.
Fifth row, left to right. Gentry Lovett, Dempsie
Jones, Earie Vance, Phoilmore Hicks, Bob Jackson, Walt-
er Williams, Vernilee Walker, Herley Jones, Johnny
Cornell. Gardie Cornell, Pearson Lovett.
General Lemay Pilots Record Troop 45 Has
Green BarBreaking Jet Plight Today •
By CHARLES CORDDRY heLp :be nuclear - armed B-52s I Meeting
United Press Staff Correspondent fester, anye.there in the world.
WASHINGTON II? — A giant The jot tanker can refuel the
Strastrtiert tanker venft Gen. Cur-
tis Lemay at the corarubu
.1111.41CCI to a new jet distance
record today in a dramatic
flight to Buenos Aires, ctispiay-
ing a speed-up in America's H-
bornb striking power.
The eight-jet KC-435, airborne
"Filling Station" for the hydro-
gen bi imb-earrei ng B-52, roared
6.300 miles from Weelever Air
rce Base. Ma. .. 1,, Buente
Aires. Argentina, settling a rec-
ord •for nonest.ei jet aircraft. in
unrefueled flight. It took off at
4:48 p.m. Monday and touched
down at 5:50 a.m. Flig,ht time
was 13 hours and two minutes.
The presence of Lerrsay—sec-
end in cemmand of the A i r
Force — added to•Ae surprise
shew of air versatility in answer
to Russia's Sputniks.
Hit 500 M.P.H.
During the flight the Air
Force said Inc big tanker h.'
speeds of more than 500 miles
an hour and flew a! an altitude
or mere than 35,000 feet. The
KC-135 carried a crew 'of 19 in-
Lemay. Air Flece vice
chief of !aft.
The Air Force did not an-
munfe the fright publicly in ad-
v. nce. Bet some newsmen were
alsrted that it might be attempt-
ed.
The hitsoric flight was origi- directors- were scheduled ;to meet
big bombers en the run without
lose of speed er aititude.
At present thty are refueled
by DC-97 prepeller-driven tank-
ers Which are much slower and
have a top altitude of 25,000 to
30.000 feet. B-526 have to slow
down. drupeippm their not-mat
50,000-foot cruising altitude. re-
fuel and then climb back again,
consuming extra fuel.
Makin Refueling Simpler
Air Force experts said the re-
fueling of a B-52 by the KC-135
pi-,,doe, a "compatible opera-
The Air Force said the plane
had abi ard seme extraordinary
immunicat ions equipment ena-
bling it to radio its pesieion
"clear as cryscal" thousands of
(Continued On Page 61
Baptists In
Meeting Today
nated as a highlight of Argun-
tins',, National Aviation Week.
But it ante dramatically turn-
ed the world spotlight back on
America's chief retaliatory wea-
pon, its long-range Strategic Air
Cernmend, after weeks of space
talk generated by Rus-
Sta'S launching of I w kr„earth
i•a!,..0.1itcs., •
The KC-135 is designed to
it 
SPORTS BULLETIN
Tonight's Murray Training
School game with Kirksey has
been postponed due to sickness
on the Eagle squad. A game
has been scheduled by the
Colts with the Lynn Grove
Wildcats to be played tonight
in the Carr Health Building
In place of the cancelled con-
test with Kirksey.
MIS •
HARLAN IT The 120th
general session of the General
Association of Baptists .in Ken-
tucky opened today at the Har-
lan Bapritat Church with some
1.200 delegates attending.
The awe petal ii in's educational
'before the first general -session
to determine whether a full
four-year teacher braining pro-
gram shited be inaugurated at
Campbellsville College.
Attending t Pm e Associationsl
meeting today is Dr. H. C. Chiles
pastor of the First Baptist
Church of Murray.
Dr. Jehn 1.. Carter, president
of the junior college, said if the
direCtors do not include the re-
quest as a regular item of huge-
ness ,he will take it up on the
floor of the . ReSISi
-Dr. Car:er added, "Unless ,we
get a four-year training program
for teachers, at lease 100 of our
!students now working Their way
through the two-year course will
have to leave and go elsewhere
Ii) complete the other two years."
The current two-year teacher
training program et the school
has 130 pupils enrolled.
'''"'"oliP•P•ettesetteeese-
-c
•
Troop 45 held a Green Bar
meeting' on Monday night at the
Fire: Methockat Church building
preceding the regular t reop
messing. Plans were discussed
for the old toy roundup to be
het d Tuesday night, Nevembie
19 These toys will be repaired
and distributed to the need chil-
dren Christmas.
Anyone hasting toys which
they can give is asked to. ("in-
tact Any member of iris'', 45 or
call Cleo Sykes at 1326.
-We would like to get these
as soon ae possible in order to
get them repaired in* time for
Chriet mae,",-Sylces said.
Plane Viere discussed for the
annual Chreitmas party for the
'este on December 23.
At the meeting 22 members
wire present. e attending
were as -follows:
Hazel Route 3 Boy Honored
At State Farm Bureau Meeting
James T. Thompson, age 16.
'if Hazel elute three, was named
King of the Kentucky Farm
Bureau Federation for 1957 last
night in Louisville. Miss Carolyn
Elizabeth Morrie 17, of Lincoln
County was selected queen.
The two were chosen from
among 20 district winners, during
the Kentucky Farm Bureau's
38th annual convention in Louis-
eille.
The new queen, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. David B. Morris,
is a senior at Stanford High
School, a cheerleader and "sweet-
heart" of. the Stanford Future
Farmers of America chapter.
She was crowned by Mrs.
Betty Lou M. Phillips, of Mason
County, 1956 Farm Bureau queen.
The king, son of Mr. and Mrs.
James E. Thompson, is a dairy
farmer who also raises tobacco,
Second Annual
Book Fair
Is Planned
. _
The second annual Beek 
a
Fair
sponsored by the Murray. High
Scheel PTA, acting with the
Murray High School Library
Club. is planned for the week
of November 18-22. National
Book . Week. However. it te
announced by Mrs. George Hart,
speaking for the Fair committee,
that it is hoped the books will.
be in and ready fur display in
time for the High School PTA
meeting Thursday evennig. -Nov.
14. Whatever the opening date,
the Fair win hold forth in Room
101 in the High School until
4:00 p.m. daily throughout the
appointed week. High School
English classes are scheduled to
visit the Fair Monday and Tues-
day. while the grades from Aus-
tin and Carter Schools will at-
tend Wednesday. Thursday and
Friday. The public is cordially
corn, wheat, oats and hogs. He
has shown his Angus and Jersey
cattle at a number of livestock
competitions.
• 'Young Thompson won the
county title in July and the
district title early in October.
Martha Ann Hurt, RR 1, Har-
rodsburg, won first place in the
annual Farm Bureau talent con-
test. singing ballads to accom-
paniment of a dulcimer.
Mary L. , Hughes. Clarkson,
placed second in the talent con-
James Thompson
test and Brenda Rohrer, RR 4.
ay(iteld, wips third. Both girli
de singers. and .Miss Rohrer
accompanied herself on an ac-
cordion.
A number of people from
Calloway County are attending
the annual meeting in Louisville.
te
COUISVILLE IP —Seri George
D. Aiken IR-Vt.) teld if e 35M
annual meeting of the Kentucky
Farm Bureau Federation today
that he would like to see the
farm program -let alone" for
a while and legeslative efforts
(Continued On Page 6)
Invited to come and examine 
the books- on display, making 
D 
r. Blackburnpurchases on the spot or order-
ing for later delivery.
As in the past there will be 
To after school hours Preside At
until 4:00 p.m. for return visits
of both pupils and. parents, so prfA that full advantage may be tak- eetiM no'
en of the notable of books of
all sorts and descriptions, sizes
and prices. Profits from the sale
of books will go to improve
the Murray High School library
with the purchase of the new
books and equipment always
needed by any active library.
General chairmen for' the BAC
Fair are Mrs. George Hart. Mrs.
J. B. Wilson. Mrs. Harry Sparks,
Dr. Walter Blackburn: Publicity,
Mrs. Ted Clack. Mrs. Mary Ann
Russell, and Dennis. Taylor, as-
sisted by Library Committee-
members. Tommy Shirley. Re-
tiJames Wilson, Bill See•mon. I ieciugcah 
mLariyn
uji?ensri:
Tommy Sanders. Steve Sexton, well and , Margaret Jones; Deco-
Belly Wilson, WaYnc FitlehM rations. Mrs. Sparks' Eighth
Larry Ryan, Harold Shoemaker,. 'Grade Class: Special Events. Dr. Evans, Jr.. who is in the seventh
Bud! &ails, Tommy Lassiter, Woodfire Hutson and Mr. Schultz. tgrade.
Gerald McNutt. Bill Hopson, Orders and sales will be hendled The progrant for the meeting
Johnny Winters, Rob Walstori by workers from the PTA under Thursday night is a panel on
and Jimmy Smith. the suPervision of Mrs. Wilson. -Does Your Child Drive?". It
Explorers present were Woody
Herndon. Larry Buxton, Charles
Reber:wee Charles Richardson
and Joe Overbey. Vitt's:tors were
Mire Winters, Danny Orr. Jim-
my Hughes and Jeri", Outland.
All Explorers of Troop 45 at-
tended the "Citizens, Now" con-
ference at the Kenlake Hotel.
November 2 and -3. At this meet-
itag several.diseummiens were held
on citizenship in the .1/01314X-and
community. • _
Mrs. Rudy Tyree
Dies Early Today
Mrs. Rudy' TYree of 112 N.
10th street passed • away, this
miening at 11:15 at the Murray
Hospital. She is a ,sister of Mrs.
John Whitnell. Funeral arrange-
ments are incomplete.
The Max H. Churchill Funeral
Home is in charge of arrange-
ments.
o
Typhoon Strikes
With 140 mph Winds
MANILA Ift — Typhoon Kit
strucle_beaelly populated Luzon
Island with wind up to 140
miles an hour today but failed
to disrupt the Philippines gen-
eral elections. Pro - American
President Carlos Garcia w a s
heavily favored for re-election.
Government authorities pre-
dicted a record vote although
the typhoon roared out of ,the
Pacific during the night and
Swept across Luzon Island. kill-
ing at least one person and
„inflicting heavy damage on
homes, businesses and commun-
ications.
Damage was estimated in the
millions.
The Manila Weather Bureau
said the fury of the storm had
diminished slightly as it moved
on Baguk the 'Winner capital,
(Continued On Page 6)
Dr, Walter E Blackburn. head
of the Science Department of
Murray State College. has ac-
cepted the vice-chairmanship of
the Murray High School Parent-
Teachers Association and will
preside at the meeting Thursday
night at 7:30 in the Auditorium.
Dr. Blackburn takes the place
of Russell Johnson who resigned
because of his position as travel-
ling salesman. Dr. _Blackburn
has been vitally interested in
the activities of Murray High
School and the P-TA• for yews
and a big year for this organiza-
tion has been planned. T he
Blackburns have a son, Walter
will be made up of Mrs. Harry
Sparks. Nat Ryan Hughes. Leon
Pogue, Mrs. John Pasco, Miss
Melissa Sexton and Dick Hut-
son. Irvan Gilson has charge of
the special music.
Hostesses for the meeting are:
Maj. and Mrs. George Hallanan:
Mr. and Mrs. H. L. Oakley. Mr.
and Mrs. Arlo Sprunger: Mr.
and Mrs. W. C. Elkins and Miss
Mary Lassiter. The new chair-
man. Dr. Blackburn, urges all
high school parents to attend
this important meeting.
Spiritual Singers
To Be At Church
l'he "Gospel Spiritirals" ,,f Pa-
ducah will appear , at the Mt.
Ilene b Free Baptist Church
Sunday. November 17 at 3:00
p.m. The public is invited to
come and hear this well -.1in.iwn
group of singers.
Pastor of the church is Rev.
J. A. Hodge.
a.
-
. •
(t)
a
•
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A BIBLE THOUGHT FOR TODAY
A new commandment give I unto you,
that ye love one another. John 13:34.
If men loved their Ili ighbors as them-
selves what a neighborhood that would make,
what a world.
FEAR UNFOUNDED
A tenseness has : telt oimust all circles of human
,de Jur the pasi Lela Ut•cas because of the feat of
-uetet Russia-. in piecing Sputnik 1 and Sputnik 11 tar out
Of The Past
By GAY PAULEY
United Preimi Stall Correepeadeat
NEW LI" — August
Belmont owned the wherewithal
to become --a hostess with the
moefes had she wished
ava
LEDGeR & TIMES - MURRAY, KENTUCKY
Instead. one of the last • of
the grade dames of high society
chose to devote her life to
causea.
Now in her 70s, she still is
busy with them, has found time
to write her memoirs, but is
tar more interested in planning
the future than reminiscing about
the past.
never was a great party-
giver, nor a great party-goer."
she said in an interview in her
spacious Fifth Avenue apart-
ment overlooking Central Park.
Mrs. Belmont. a hancisome
gray-haired woman with light
• blue eyes and a lively sense
at humor. was . an actress of
considerable note when a ship-
board meeting led to marriage
intothe. - prominent
banking family. She was a con-
temporary of one of the Four-
Hundred's most famous hostesses
—the late Mrs. Cornelius Vand-
erbilt Jr
Recalls Great Names
Her Oielk. -The Fabric of
Pliverntli %•4 Farrar. Straus and
into space in sucn a manner tnat they encircle the globe. '
Cudahv is chock-full of lames
and personal sidelights iq the
1,ne satennes contained a 4uai sending - device famous of three generations —
WhIen could be picked up uy scientists o‘er tne world King George. 
Will Rogers. Rich-
anti the second one 'contained a dog that was alive when 
ard Harding Davis. Caruso.
George Bernard Shaw, to name
it lett the earth, a few. Shaw wrote "Major Bar-
"! he nussuin feat has caused many to feel that the bars" especially 
for her, but
z•oviets have all unueatable edge over the glided states, 
she never played the rule. much
to his irritation.
considered the leader oi elturt in ine irev WOrIll, tor the Mrs. Belmont observed that
protectiun 01 IrectIon1 luting people over the earth, the death of Mrs
. Vanderbilt
borne .01 uur own scientists. nave been rather out-
a few years ago marked the
end of an "era — the passing of
spoken, at teas!. one saying that We are live years behind
Lite. JuViela 111 maeLlUlle adt ances. •
e hate deiectea a teeling of uneasiness in Tally
people as Lu t hat might happen in tnu near IntUr41. •
:rank*, we dun t LLUIIK anything Is going to happen.
Furtnermort s e trunk twit tne Limed states nee the nest
mlentiata in Lou and now that tney are United Un-
der a culualu.. taC. P64 rtnICLIE 01 tne government,
tbat we can tai“...4 takesa s.... or less.
• gua.i mat. Kasai:1..11as super-
aciencists
It Lab uteri provcu 4,..uer1ca excels in the rocket
Lead. %acre must 01 tkietr 41one nate been piace In
Ino paai. severas yesaus., tit e can lire a Missile 0,uu0 miles
()ter laud vi wacer anti nit a L.argot. b o can snout down
411 Instej a 16 Ay w lint/tit even seeing tne plane.
e ,lia.o an aolnia: ziuuniarthe aliicn can outrun any-
thing Ail tile 1 %al(Cr. e hate in tne pudding, an atomic
cattier..
ettnerica vi as first With the atomic
bomb.'
tv e don't mean to say that America has a first in all
out vie do say that wnen tree thinking, mitiatite
tree Americans get on a problem, they come up with
the answer as nuickly as anyone.
As tar as the opinion 01 one scientist that America
is lite years oehind, we can remember only too weii
and hydrogen
4.
that aliutber scientist made thy statvment that Russia
coulds.siut--sqa.ke She atomic bomb in ten years even if  
we gave them thebIdeprints. While we,do not remember
the exact length of time it-was before Russia announced
her.atomic bomb, we du remember that it was-ally a
fraction of thev-ten-years. Our point is that prediction-
are not worth leo much, even when made by responsib:.•
people.
We see little danger of Russia raining down atomic
borrips on America with little or no Warning. .
The biggest danger that we see is Russia's under-
estimating the strength of the United States, or stating
it another way, Russia's getting themselves to believe
that they can bomb the United States and get away with
it.
The single largest deterrent is our Strategic 'Air Com-
mand vvisichbas giant  illiMbeis ptced_ all over the world.
They are all 'equipped viith atomic bombs and have tar-
gets. already picked out and are' ready to leave on instant
notice. These planes. can gu to their target/5 and return
to .their bases Aitinsut refueling.
Russia would like for panic to strike the American
people and let it do half the job for then. This is no
time tr.r vanict but tor greater faith, both in the efficien-
cy of the Democratic form of government and in the
fact that God is on the side-sK the righteous..
'Inc United States is known. as a Christian nation,
howeter_ admittedly there are many within its boundries
who are not Christian. Russia has been an anti-God na-
tion for years.
We hace atendPn4 to loot the problem and
od coMpletely out of the picture. This -scare"' may i
bring more people Into the churches and make tbern real-
iicethat...viee must---plaso---our faith -in -Him while at the ;-
same tic ',retailing to defend-Ourselves as best we can.
-,Ten Years Ago Today
Ledger & Tinsels File
John Paul Butterworth. 16, suffered a broken collar
born: last night in the football game here between the
Murray Minor Tigers ahd a second team from.Tilishman
High,I'adbcah.
• . Maurice C. Bucy, 70, passed away-at I :30•yesterday
• afternoon. rit the Hou.ston4leDetitt Clipic. Death was
, • •
the ild- fashioned society lead-
er" But she seemed to have no
regret
"Society leaders. Where are
they now?" she said. "Who owns
a place big enough for 300
house guests? Now, entertaining
is at a club or hotel. The cir-
cumstances don't provide fur the
same leadership."
Mrs. Belmont has been active
since 1917 in the American Red
Cross; in its nursing committee;
helped establish e hat is now
the- community service society;
was the first winnan elected to
the board of irectors of
Metropolitan Opera Assn.; found-
ed the Opera Guild in 1935 to
further the cause of opera na-
tionally, and has backed num-
erous' other social and philan-
thropic projects.
Was Famed Actress
The-re were no big headlines
about a "Cinderella bride" when
in 1910 actress Eleanor Robson
married August Belmont, a wid-
ower with three sons. "Oh, it
was starling enough at that time
for an actress to marry society,"
the she said in 
the interview. "But
we hadn't gone around talking
about our engagement. although
the linme4iate family knew of
it for a long tune and accepted
me with all kindness. I closed
in a play in Brooklyn one day.
WWf1—Lyndon Johnsen. Texas
Democratic Senate majority
leader and chairman of the Sen-
ate preparedness subcommittee,
announces in Wa_shingtou that
tun committee will conduct a
searching inquiry into the mi-
litias for Russia's lead over the
U. 8. In nas.sile and satellite
schwvenierits. (international)
THI YAMS CAME—It started to
 rain In Pasadena, Calif., and,
desrte pleas from cameramen for ")u
.st one more," the 76
rite seeking the title of Queen 'of the 1958 Tourname
nt at
Mom Moho for IkitE boteL 
(iiitensegionalgesoulgaelo)
1960 r4EXT7—Goy. Robert B. Meyner's wife. Helen, grins de-
lightedly as he hugs ',la mother, Septic, at home in Philipsburg
after learning he had wort a smashing re-election as governor of
New Jersey. His plurality was nearly 200.000 votes. The victory
raised a strung possibility that he will be the Democratic presi
-
dential or vice inesidential candidate in 1960. linfernuttunal)
attributed Co heart trouble after illness of several
weeks. -
Mr. and Mrs. R. E. Kelly spent the weekend in Louis-
ville visiting Mr. Kelly's daughter. Mrs. Clyde George
and family. • .
Mrs R. H. Hood and Mrs. C. L. ScharborOugh honor-
ed Miss Pat Parker, bride-eleet of Mr. John Elwyn Prath-
row of Big Sandy. Texas, with a kitchen shower, Wed-
nesday. at the home of Mrs. Hood on Farmer Ayenue.
-- -The Senior Class of Hezel High School will present
'a 3 Act comedy- entitled "it's A Great Life", Noverni,cr
15, at 7:30.
4.
 't
-
r
We married the next." There
were no children of this mar-
riage. Belmont died in 1924.
Today, she lives in compara-
tive modesty, wintering at the
apartment in New York and
spending summers in "A little
cottage with a giant view" in
Northeast Herber, Maine. She
no longer is active in. breeding
and racing thoroughbreds — the
Belmont track in New York is
named for her husband's family.
SELF INSURED
INDIANAPOLIS V — Police
arrested Walter Nedrich, 26, of
Louisville, when he arrived to
claim his stolen car. They said
Nedrich had stolen a car to make
the trip.
•
"THEY'RE CATCHING ON. BUT THEY CAN'T
CATCH UP." That's how lots of people feel about the
"new 1968" cars that are trying to match the Dodge
Swe7it-Wing look. These other ettrs have been lowered
0,13,s but still se"tri high boxy hy comparison. A
Ott' on- to fin a, but they're ve.iri from
TUESDAY
LIVESTOCK REPORT
ST. LOUIS 15 — Livestock:
Hogs 10,500. Slow barrows and
gilts strong to 25 cents higher;
sows 25 to 50 cents higher, bulk
U.S.--I-3 180 to 260 lbs 17.25
to 17.50; 1-2 200 to 235 Ibis
17.60 to 17.75; top 18; sows 400
lbs down 16 to 16.50.
Cattle 4400. Calves 500. Heil-
- NOVEMBER 12,  1957
ers fairly active; steady; cows,
active, stead), bulls unchanged;
choice hciters and mixed year-
lings 24.50; utility and commer-
cial cows 13 to 16; utility arid
commercial bulls 15 to 16.50,
top 17; vealers and calves steady,
top 30; good and choice 2a0
to 450 slaughter calves 18 to
21.
SCOTT DRUG CO.
"PRESCRIPTION SPECIALISTS"
Corner at 4th & Main Phone 433
"catching up." And the air suspension offered by some
cars (at well over $100 extra) can't compare with the
sway-free, dip-free ride of Dodge Torsion-Aire 'stand
equipment on all mocic4s). So on your way home fr- a
someone o.ise's new ear showing, stop in and crimp .re it
with !-1,v- -Wing i5 by Dud :e Wh it we mein.
See Swept-Wing 58 by Dodge at TAYLOR MOTORS, INC., 303 South 4th Street, Mu
rray, Ky.
ForlOe FIRST h TIME In Calloway County
HOME SITES
A LIMITED NUMBER OF CHOICE,
REASONABLY PRICED RESIDEN-
TIAL BUILDING LOTS IN
•
BEAUTIFUL
MEADOW LANE
SUBDIVISION
Are being offered for sale on the Easy-
Payment-Plan, lots start at $1,000 and
up. With a small dower plyment you
can now talee the first step toward own-
ing your own home in Calloway Coun-
ty's newest, largest and most beautiful
subdivision.
• Large, Well-Drained Building Lots.
• In Murray High School District.
• Readily Accessable From 3 Directions — Hazel
Hwy. - Sycamore Ext. - S. 16 St.
• Convenient to Rapidly Growing Shopping Dis-
trict.
• Protected By Housing Restrictions.i
Make your selection now while this
limited offer is open and avoid disap-
Rointment. Let )tour lot be the down-
payment on your F.H.A. or G.I. Loan
when ready.
— Contact -
BAUCUM
REAL ESTATE AGENCY
Phone 48
Hoyt Roberts, Ph, 1447 Bill Hall, Ph. 453
•
•
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„
owl Bids
gin To
ape Up
By JOHN GRIFFIN
United Press Sports Writer
Three of post-season football's
hoicest plume — both berths In
e Rose Bowl and the host
i& to the Cotton Bowl — may
‘picked next Saturday but
e first bowl bid already has
ne to Oklahoma.
The Big Eight championship
d the Orange Bowl berth that
s with it both were nailed
wn by Oklahoma on Saturday
th its 9-14 romp over Missouri
he Sooners' -47th straight win
a record streak and 64th
ight league victory.
to State, a 20-7 victor over
Lie, can nail down the Big
title by beating Iowa this
k for one Rose Bowl spot
the other will go to Oregon
can whip Southern Call-
Ia.
.xas AIM, the nation's No.
'am with a 19-6 win over
hem n Methoslist on Saturday
t, can officially clinch, the
Invest Conference crown and
leisl bid to the Cotton Bowl
•ating Rice. Right now the
ring is that the Aggies' New
r's Day tot might be the
er of the Army-Navy game
Nov. 30 — or, if neither
e school is willing, Missis-
and Tennessee might be
• picture.
e's the currenet view of
ther big bowl games:
ar — Ineligiblity of Aub-
he Southeastern Conference
. and the fact Army
't accept because of racial
ayes this only cloudy but
ippi. Tennessee, and' Mis-
State are believed in
tion.
nge — Duke, which tied
6-6, on Saturday. appears
likely foe for Oklahoma.
tor — .West Virginia's 7-11
of .Pittsburgh makes the
aineers a strong possibility
one berth with the other
open.
's the situation now in
major conferences races:
ig Ten — Ohio State on top
a 5-0-0 record ler Iowa's
1 with their meeting this
k the decider; Pacific Coast
on still leads with 5-1-0
ite 13-6 loss to Washington
needs to win only one of
remaining to clinch bowl
h; Southeastern •=, Auburn,
-0, has two left against weak-
oppents than has Mississippi.
-0; Atlantic Coast — Duke
-1 with two left. North Caro-
St. 4-0-1 with one league
'- left; Southern — VMI,
-.bas._ Iwo_ left and West
OWL 3-0-0, only orie,—Woutt-
- Texas A&M. 4-0-0, catl
h this week; Skyline — Utah
'41-1-o leads Brigham Young,
-I. with one each left; Ivy —
nceton. 5-0-0. and Dartmouth,
-I, seem headed for show-
n on Nov. 23.
ke's tie with eighth-ranked
vy and 10th-ranked Oregon's
• to Washington were among
few surprises on a weekend
t saw the nation's top seven
ms all win. Perhaps the top
of the day was North
✓ ma State's 7-6 loss to five-
es-beaten William & Mary.
The Texas Aggies broke a
6 tie to beat SMU; third-
nked Auburn had to come
m behind a 7-0 score to beat
ississippi State. 15-7; fourth-
raked Michigan State crushed
Ire bame:- 34-6; fifth-ranked
wa b ea t Minnesota, 44-20;
In Local Sports News * First In United Press Sports News
Today's Sports News Today
Texas Retains Rating
Of Top Team In U. P.
By NORMAN MILLER
United Press Sports Writer
NEW YORK IP --Texas A&M,
Ok'./aihornia and Auburn. the na-
tion's three perfect-record col-
lege football powers, retained the
1-2-3 ratings of the United Press
board Of coaches today in the
exttrernely Mar race for the na-
titinai chompiontstrip.
Mirnigen S e, Iowa and Ohiotal.
State, the thr titans from the
Big Ten Conf enee, remained in
contention right behind the top
three fell.oving a weekend in
which the leaders w.rn as expect-
ed. The flew 90( rankings were
unchanged from hist week.
Tennessee advanced t hr ee
notches to No. 7, tofflowed in or-
der by the service academies,
Navy and Army, with Duks this
week's newcomer among the top
10 in the 10th ranking. —
- Texas. Aggies No. 1
Only 57 points separated the
first four teams this week. Texas
A&M was the No. 1 choice of 14
meniters •)f the 35-man United
°tress meting biarci; Olelatroma
reettved eight first-place v:ttes.
Auburn six and Michigan State
rive.
Rarely have four teams been
n such close coreention fur the
op rating at such a late otage of
the season. In points, distributed.
on a 10-9-8-7-6-5-4-3-2-1 basis
High School
Cage
Schedule
Tuesday
Hazel at Cuba
Kirksey at MTS
Friday
Farmington at Hazel
Lynn Grove at Lowes
Nev., Concord at Kirksey
Murray Trng. at Iliekman
Alms. at S. Marshall (Hardin)
N. Marshall at Wing()
Lyon Co. at Benton
College Football
Ratings
By UNITED PRESS
NEW YORK itP - The United
Press coil( ge football ratings
(with first-place totes and won-
lost records in parentheses):
-Tram
1. Texas A&M. (14) (6-0) 307
2. Oklahoma (8) (7-0) . 287
3. Auburn (6) (7-0) 256
4 Michigan St. (5) (6-1) 250
5. Iowa (I) (6-0-1). 228
6. Ohio State (1) (6-1) . 184
7. Tennessee (6-1)  116
8. Navy (6-11)  82•
9. Army (7-14  79
)0. Duke (5-14)  44
Second JO group II. Mis-
sissippLp 42; 12. Arizona (Tem-
pe) State, 14; 13, Wisconsin,
7: 14. Clemson, 5; 15 (tie), Ar-
kansas. Dartmouth. Oregon, Rice
and Stanford, 3 each. 20, (tie),
Notre Dame, Penn State and
UCLA, 2 each.
Others — Holy Cross, Illinois
and North Carolina. 1 each.
Army woe over Utah 39-33 and
Illinois scored a 20-19 upset
over Michigan.
Air vets.; (non firs: to 10th places
the Texas Aggies led with 307
out of a posvible 350; Oklah.)rne
had 287, Auburn 256 and Michi-
gan State 250.
Iowa and Ohio State, mitt
with one first-place vote, follow-
ed with 228 and 184 points re-
spectively. Tennessee h e d 116.
Navy- 82, Army 79 and Duke 44.
Shakeup Op Top
A shakeup in the top 10 may
be expeoteel next week following
battlts between some of t h e
ranking puwres. Texa.s A&M best
bet for the Cotton Bowl, takes
on Rice (tied for the 15th rank-
ing this week). Oklairotria, which
has clinched an Orange Bowl
berth. plays Notre Dame (tied
for Ni). 2)) in Saturday'striatien-
lly-itelevised game.
Auburn laces a "breather" in
4.meankcci Georgia, hilt ltabohigan
Slate plays tough Minnesota
Ohio State has a chance to qua-
lify for the Rose Bowl by beating
Iowa.
.Missi.sreippi, another' letting
bowl prospect. heiaded the sec-
or.d 10 group, followed n order
by Arizona (Tempe) State, Wis-
consin and Clemson. There was
a five-team tie for 15th place
a mong Arlcansas, Dartmouth,
Oregon, Rice and Stanford. Tied
for 20th place were Notre Dame,
Penn State and UCLA. Holy
Cross, Illinois and North Caro-
lina each received one point this
week.
Jimmy Archer
In Main Event
December 20
NEW YORK 4111 r Welter-
weight Jimmy Archer, a fight-
ing stevedore from Pier atl. will
get his first main event at Madi-
son Square Garden, Dec. 20, for
scoring his 12th straight. victory
Monday night at 'St. Nicholas
Arena.
Archer. 22;-- won his second
consecutive split derision over
Tony DeCola" of Brooklyn in
their return TV 10-rounder. Jim-
my look the first split verdict
over 21-year old DeCola in the
same ring on Sept. 30.
Archer weighed 148 pounds;
DeCola, 147.
Matchmaker Billy Brown of
the International Boxing Club,
which has no apparent connec-
tion with little St. Nick's, was
a --the—Hngside -Monday night,
and signed Archer for a Dec.
20 fight against an opponent to
be agreed upon later.
Coincidentally. Archer's 19-
year old brother Joey — also
a welterweight — scored his 12th
straight victory at St. Nick's
Monday night by winning every
round in the six-round semi-
final with Paul Griffin of Brook-
lyn.
During the Archer - DeCola
main event, four fist fights broke
out among the rival admirers,
and police ejected the principals
from ?he arena.
It writ Jimmy's 15th victory
in 16 fights and DeCola's ninth
defeat in 35. "
DeCola's good performance. de-
spite his defeat, earned him
another _TV bout at St. Nick's
on Nov. 25 against Larry Board-
man of 'Marlboro," Conn.
NAVY TIES DUKE, 6-to-6 — Ned 611dham (27), Navy halfback, 
takes a handofT
from Torn Forrestal (18) arid picks up eight yards in the first quar
ter of their
game with Duke at Baltimore, Md.., Sattirday. Bowl-hungry Navy and 
Duke fought
to a 64o-6 tie as Bob Reifsnyder of the Widdies 'narrowly missed a fi
eld goal with
26 Seconds to play. , 
(InternationalSoundrphoto/
AMP. 
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Results
By United Press
CARACAS, Venezuela — Paul
Jorgensen. 130t2, Port Arthur,
Tex., outpointed Sonny Leon,
128%, Venezuela (10).
NEW YORK (St. Nicholas
Arena) — Jimmy Archer, 148,
New York, outpointed Tony De
Cola. 147, Brooklyn (10).
THREE IRISH CENTERS OUT
SOUTH BEND, Ind. an —Three
Notre Dame centers may be
lost to the team Saturday when
it meets Oklahoma. Bob Scholtz
has a bruised knee, Ed Sullivan
has ,an akle injury, and Dave
Hurd is recuperating from an
appendectomy.
•
SPARTANS ROLL OVER IRISH, 34- to -6   Dick
Lynch (25) of Notre Dame is hit by Michigan State
tacklers after a five-yard gain in the seco,nd quarter
of the game played at East Lansing, Mich., Saturday,
The Spartans, who had, a mere 7-to-0 lead at half-
time, turned second-half fumbles and pass intercep-
tions into a 34-to-6 rout before 75,391 chilled specta-
tors. (International Soundp
hoto)
•
•
For The Best In Sports -
Read The Ledger Sports Page
aaiorioada...
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Weekend Of Defeat For
State College Teams
By UNITED PRESS
It was a weekend of defeat
for. 'most Kentucky college foot-
ball teams bringing an upset
to the Louisville Cardinals and
the seventh defeat of the season
to the University of Kentucky.
Kent State playing on its home
field in Ohio amid snow flurries
and a cold, cutting wind, brought
down the Cardinals hopes for
a perfect season with a 13-7
loss.
The Golden Flashes managed
to keep Louisville's usua Ily
flashy Leonard Lyles well cov-
ered most of the afternoon until
he broke loose to score in the
final moments of the game.
The Ohio team, with only two
previous wins this season, hawk-
ed a Louisville fumble in the
second quarter to set up the
first -score and made the most
of Cardinal 'bobbles later.
A touchdown drive in the
closing minutes climaxed with
a pass by quarterback Boyce
Smith gave Vanderbilt a 12-7
victory over Kentucky.
Bobby Cravens went over
from the four-yard line for Ken-
tucky's lone touchdown and Lou
Michaels booted the conversion
to put Kentucky ahead 7 to 6
in the third period. Vandy's- Bill
King snagged a Kentucky pass
in the frst period and raced
54 yards to score.
In Ohio Conference play Sat-
urday, Tennessee- Tech rolled
up four touchdowns in the sec-
ond half to defeat Eastern, 34-14,
after the Eagles eked out a
14-7 intermission advantage.
Western celebrated homecom-
ing with a 28-6 triumph over
out-classed Morehead with sub-
stitute fullback Mickey Riggs
scoring three touchdowns.
Middle Tennessee, co-leader of
the OVC with Tennessee Tech,
easily disposed of Murray. 22-0.
Fluffton College in Ohio de-
clsioned visiting Centre 26-19
and Kentucky State went down
to a 46-0 buffeting from an
all-star Ft Knox squad.
MARSHALL FAVORS SERIES
WASHINGTON ilft — Wash-
ington owner George Preston
Marshall said Monday he would
like to arrange a home-and-
home series each season with
his Redskins and the Baltimore
Colts. The clubs Meet only once
each season because they are
in different divisions of theli
National Football League. They
drew a -capacity crowd of 33,149
Sunday to Griffin Stadium.
\10101)11)0\1S MkSTERNIAT
an entirely new Cadillac classic
Seldom in Cadillac history has there been an announcement
as significant as the message you are now reading.
For this is the announcement that introduces the finest
motor car ever to bear the celebrated Cadillac Mane.
Certainly, one glance at its extraordinary grace and sym-
metry will tell you instantlysthat it is motordom's master-
piece in styling.
Its new sweep and stature, its remarkable new rear fender
'design. its dazzling new grille and four-headlamp system, and
its tasteful use of chrome and color ... all mark it Lis a singu-
larly beautiful and majestic creation.
Surely, one look at its new Fleetwood coacheratting will
•
••••
in styling, luxury and performance!
•
convince you that this is motordom's masterpiece in luxury.
There are exciting new fabrics and loathers ... wondrous
new beauty of appointments . . and a whole host of new
passenger conveniences.
And. unquestionably, a single journey behind the wheel
Will reveal why this is motordom's masterpiece in performapee.
There is a spectacular new high-performance engine ...'an
even smoother. more responsive .transmission . . . rrtul, as an
option at extra eost, the marvel of Cadillac air suspension..
It's all new all wonderful—and it's all waiting for you
today in our showrooin. •
We. urge you .49 see and drivc the 1958 Cadillac soon.
VISIT YOUR AUTHORIZED CADILLAC DEALER
J. T. HALE MOTOR SALES
Seventh and Main 11.111 320 W. Broadway
Telephone 833, Murray Telephone 96, Mayfield
••••••Mr•
•
•
• la I I a P iaI I II I II lartit,/~■~/rascar a
MOM.
•
e
•
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PERSONALS SOCIAL CALENDAR
Mrs LeilS Waterfield, M a n
Street. plans to leave Mune>. on
Thursday. November 14 for
Washrngton, D.C., to azeend the
Woucirreen Curie conventien. Mrs.
  %rib stop Loom:wale
November 15 to vise with her
granddraughter, Mrs. Itober. Har-
dy of Fort Knox. On her return
trip. dle plans to spend a few
skies in Frankfort visiUng her
seee le. Gov. Harry Lee Water-
fieki and his famil,y.
Others attending the Woodman
CUM en.uon from Murray will be
Mrs. W. Z. Crier, Olive Stretes!
Mrs. calif:ore Melugin, Snore,
Street; and Mrs. Goiciaa McKeel
Curd, Benton Road.
• • S.
Mr. and Mrs. John Warner and
dirk:leen. Johnny and Angelet.
Eliza 0.3theteen were in Murray
over the weekend visiting Leser
parent, Mr. and Mrs. E. C.
_Parker. Elm Street, and Dr. and
Mrs. C. G. Warner, Murray Rt. 4.
. • •
U. and Lra Rupert Stteers-
and children, Susan and SiX•VV,
will be in Murray vetting friends
Wednesday, November 13. IS.
-Stews, forroera of Murray and
Paaucati. is stationed at Fort
Sam Houston, Tex. lat the Army
Mesecal Corp.
• • • •
Mae Johnell Crawford, Van-
dertee Cealege stutters:, visited
Mr. and Mre..1ehri Neal Purdom,
Saturtuy and Sunday, November
g and 10. MISS Crav.-forci, niece
of Mrs. Purdem. was in Murray
tor the hornee.rning . game. at
Murray Stage Cuitege. on Sun-
day, Mite Pureluan a n d Miss
-Craw-14;rd a radéd a Style View
in Nair'. ....e in wheal Mee
Lzowford awe a moats. Miss
ra wfera Mrs. .74•1714.ai
U. ern V. lord, :nem in Nests'
ena reairrieci to Murray I
'VeelS Mt. Mb:Sorb
uaya.
• • •
Anita Carol is 'the maple chosen
by Mr. and Mrs. Nam Bra enC,
•beireen fur thaw daugtwer,. 'born
Nevernoer 7 at the Murray Hi-c-
law,.
•
• • • •
A. W. Sirrunors Jr., was a:
home :ma %erect:al 14:4 Visas 9411
perems. Mr. anci Mrs. Atacirey W.
bernier,re, Sycagriere berets. A.
W-- -is the -Lestvereati
fl4 Ksraucay venere ne as mem-
ber at 944fIT141 Agana Eps-en eye-
se. Ineeraity. Accompeneng hen
to Murray was M-ss Naricy
Natal-et-a who vlated her grand
m osier. Mrs. lees %Saaartieid,
944410 94-revi. eiaricy is a 1..iiatd•
ae the emeensty el Ittekucey.
• 4 • •
• Mr. and Mn.. -Sam Fooke,
Hareem announce the meet of a
• wen, latiarria- Howara. nen No-
vernts,r a si Mist tiospeaL.
• • •
Mrs. Della ieurranager. Jett -
ion, CM... SpeL. the pas. week
vtdreng ner mother, Mrs. W. A.
b..arcs, inc her steer. Mrs. Sally
Wru.nee. Mrs. /tummager re-
turred to her neme saturday,
Noeeenber 9.
• s •
Bill McKell,
was the weeksed ,f his
—
Tuesday. November 12
The Women's Missionary So-
ciety drcles of the Firs. Baptist
Onurch will meet at 2:30 p.m.
Group I will meet at the home
of Mrs. George Upchurch; Group
II at the home of Mrs. R. W.
Churchill; Group II with Mrs
K. T. Crawford; Group IV in
the home of Mrs. H. B. Chiles:
and Group V will meet. at the
Baptist Mission.
The Murr.ay. Jaycettes will
meet at the home of Mrs. Z.
Enix, Coldwater Head. at 7:30
pm. The purpose of the meeting
is to elect officers for the com-
ing year. 'Mrs. Enix is temporary
chaarman.
• • • •
- The Morning Circle of t h e
First Metiedist Church WSCS
will meet at the home of Mrs.
Ray Slene....af. Ncrth 5th Skeet,
at 9:30 a.m. Sirs. Bryan Tetley is.
ram 
leader.
4 • 4r •
The A-A.1:W will meet in the
14:me -Ee r Department of
inc Sence Bei:ding a; Murray
State College a: seven 7 thirty
o'clock.
• • • •
The Murray 'Star chapter No.
433 Olbe. will hold Its regular
meecing- as 730 pin, at t h e
MW.Olibe HAIL
• • • •
Wednesday, November 13
The Are and Crafts Club will
-meet a: :he home of Mrs. Mae
Themes Tarry. 104 North 13th,
at 2:3e p.m. Mrs. Me:us Linn
trill be hostess.
• . • • *se
Gtiftdef t ti  
Chnsser. Women's of
the First ,Ohnst.ion Caureh will
mete ..t the hone: of Mrs. C_, _S.
Lswery, Olive Blvd., at 7:30 p.m.
11,-.0.a.ses are Mrs. Lowery anti
• • • •
Thursday. November 14
Cherry C iriser  oc Churcn
wall meet at the time of Mrs.
Her. Roberts, Main Street. at
730 pen.
The Stitch and Chatter Club
well meet at the home of Mrs.
Hugh Wilson, South 7th Sureet,
a: ;
• • •
llte regular meeting of the
Supreme t'orest Viiikshnen Circle
wet meet at the Murray Wom-
an's Club House at 7:3t1 in the
es ...rang.
a 4 *
The Magazine Club will nivot
at 2130 in the afternoon a: the
home of Mrs. Jack Frost. Mrs.
U. C. Wells i chairman oi the
group.
• • •
The Bezel PTA will meot at
7:uu p.m. at tine schote tattaitung.
A spanciel program is stew-tautest
aria retreanmens wiil be s•xweft.
• • • s
The Wesleyan Circle of the
Firs Mein-met Church v,ett meet
.41 M.411c vi Mrs. Lieerge
I -eters :eta 114-6.1414.1W9, at s 491 tO
•ne Hatfield will pinch-hit.
Barry And Ed
The shaft of "Harbormaster"
from CBS-T\' to the Sunday
night schedule at ABC-TV in
January_ will pit two Sulliva
against NBC-TV's Steve All
-Ed and Barry.. .CBS-TV is
trying to coax Jackie Gleason
back to the wars with a one-
shot dramatic script called "Ban-
quet For A Failure."
• Evelyn Rudie who once play-
ed "Eloise'' on TV may return
next season in a new genic!,
-Cindy"...It looks as if the Tab;
Rock Rip, Race fancy - name
cycle may be drawing - to a
close - Robert Q. Lewis re-
cently auditioned a new singer
named "Bare 'Feet."
With casualty time at hand,
the networks are unmothballing
all sorts of filmed replacements
to take the place of shows ex-
pected to be buried around Jan-
uary. CBS-TV is hot for "Col-
lector's Item" with Vincent Price.
Lionel Now
Makes Trains
For The Girls
By DOC QuiGG
Ln tea Press Staff Correspondent
. .9" - amajor
breakthrough into new concepts
of railroading, the Lionel people
have developed a coMplete fives
car -electric Model train -made
for girls only. That's crash think-
ing, boys.
Always, they explain, female
tots have had to content them-
. 44.
seeves- with playing with broth-
ei-r- mudel trains. But that's all
behind us now. The new, girlish
cnoo-choo features pastel colors
..The Young Marred Women's auch as a pink-frosting steam
Sunday School C.esea of the locomotive, robin's egg blue New
York Central boxcar, lilac Lehigh
Valley hopper, sky blue Perinsyl-
eania illuminated caboose. end
tultercup yellow M-K-T box-
car. -
lhe model train people always
have copied details from the
• big real-life railroeds, but this
time the) s4euk tio have gone
out on their own .for the wonien's
trade: And therein may He the
virus of an idea for the real
tailroads.
Trains For Ladies
In the recent disclosure that
talks have -been underway look-
light or reduces the rer:ocung 4111 f‘cn'v°rd 
possible merger oi
quality of the fabric. 
.tbe. New York Central and thee
The ever-all cite= then be- 
Pennsylvania railroads, there
c4rnse more natural, Oiqn 
zi.a..wwas.lasingere e timates that each line
0 e. is a physicist at the Ars 
around 50 million
6
meur Research Founclati.n et the
• 
service. Well. rWhy not take the
dollars a year on
af
 its passenger
Ch.cago. 
„ plunge and go right after the
I powerful distaff trade ty whip-
ping up special trains for ladies"!
mother, Mrs. EC.ie McKll. and , "Ladies' Limited! Now
 leaving
his sayer, Mrs. G Atka Curd. 1, on Track 2
9. for Paoli. Albany.
• • • • ' .._:LIsittsburgh. and State Street
Mrs. Dawson Smith. Aesebere, shopping 
center in Chicago!•
N. C.. arnved Friday- for a two -Please
 accept our kind request
week, e.,e.e. • Wsh .her. ' for yo
ur presence aboard....
een. wee meKeel, and he-r 
Pennsy-Central. at home, after
R;ehatai 
• '614 p.m. standard time."
Under the Quigg plan, the '
Ladies' Special would consist of
everal boudoir cars - one with
,hintz drapes outside, another
polka dot. another cozily wall-
papered. Inside, there would be
.,:trrors instead of windows, since
- he passengers would be much
::;ore interested in looking into
. tieny than In looking outside.
the Leap-% ation car would have I
s; icture mirrors.
The c•xterior architecture of
:he Pullmans would vary with
• ach car - ranch - house,
g.an, Cape Cod, cuttage-small-
ey-a-waterfall...there would be
erass knockers and chimes on
•he doors. Also, a fireplace in
• eery car, attended,' naturally,
ny ,a fireman firewoman.
Blue Sorge. Must Go
Thees simply %horrible blue
srges ,IitS on conductors 'Would
'save teego. They could wear
Bermuda shorts in summer and
samething gaudy like matador'
informs in winler. The tickets
would he glarr.orized --- heart-
haped -and possibly in booklet
form surrounded by advertise-
Menne pine a . 1-eupie of juicy
ye.adrtinigthrob  struts ter berthtime
• ' •
Of - course, there would • be
ffeenety--Salen chteopodist_
carts. '' ti" cook-St-yourself -diner,
char car serving only pink
;ady .and Alexander cocktails.
• When the' train wheels whis-
pered V., the - rails 'while crossing
'testis-a, it wouldn't sound as
'they were saying the tra-
ditional "Heinle Manush...Heinie
• Mannish will . play totiay.7. They'd
''-ityn."G..'ussige.M.raorZite-G;tu'Esslitz.abSic(it Dere. . • 'fresh taught Anna Dell iiig • our sono
w and utly God
,Secood reigns supreme." • and. write doring 14.0 'bless all' of you.
Bluing Actually
Dulls The White
CHICAGO IF -Ackling bluing
to the family wash actually re-
duces its _be:Shown, but t h e.
clothes still Appear to be whiter.
0. Harry Olsen, a cl.w spec-
ialist. said this happens because
the bluing agent suotracss :he
Ti. Chan"' Swim
By WILLIAM EWALD
United Press Staff Correspondent
NEW YORK 1-1" -The channel
swim...
Plans are just about set to
beam an entilte Steve Allen
show from Havana, Cuba, early
next year. In color, yet. In-
cidentally, Mrs. Allen (Jayne
Meadows) will call the baby
Barbara if it's a girl. Christopher
of' it's a boy -- it's expected to
arrive within a week.
Nan Fabray and CBS-TV are
huddling on a new series that
would be based on the book,
"Guestward Ho"..."Seven Lively
Arts" has coaxed Ernie Kovacs
into one of its capers - some-
time after the first of the year.
"Dick and Duchess" has had
it at CBS-TV.. The illness of
Herbert Matshall's wife, has forc-
ed him to pull out of the "Be-
yond This Place" spec set for
Nov. 25 on CBS-TV - Hurd
REDS AHEAD-Bolding a news
conference in Washington. U. S.
Secretary of State John Foster
Dulles frankly admits Kumla Is
ahead of the United States In
Waal, race. (IntensattoitaD
-magnificent Montague" with
Cedric Hardwicke and "Richard
Diamond, Private Detective," a
show on this past summer. NBC-
TV is readying "Panic," "Pony
Express" and "Blue Angels."
Shelley in Series
Shelley' Winters and Music
Corporation of America are hat-
ching plans for a new TV sere"
...Paul Ford, the colonel on
the Phil Silvers show, has been
signed on the CBS-TV Dec. 20
spec, "Junior Miss," along with
Jeannie Carson.
ABC-TV's "Do You Trust Your
Wife" has dropped its director,
Burton, and replaced him
ith David Lowe.. .Phil Silvers
,will build an entire Sgt. Bitko
episode around Kay -Kendall.
' "Kitty Foyle," the show that'll
replace "Bride and Groom" un
NBC-TV in January, will be
co-written by Carleton E. Morse,
creator of "One Man's Family"
...Alan Neuman, who will pro-
duce "Miracle In The Desert,"
the Nov. 24 "Wide Wide World"
was so taken with the Phoenix-
Tucson area while doing re-
search for the program, he in-
vested $1,000 in a local land
development company.
And John Lupton of "Broken
Arrow" says he knows a rich
Texan who recently gave his
son a chemistry outfit - Du
Pont.
* HEATING
* WATER HEATING
* COOKING
GAS INSTALLATION
SERVICE
Get your gas appliances in-
stalled by personnel who have
had 30 years of experience in
the gas business.
Service on all new
We give 12 mo ths .Fyee
ances
we sell. •
24-hour service, six days .a
week. All work Guaranteed.'
FOR FREE ESTIMATES 'SEE OR CALL
CHARLES WILLIE
Domestic Service Co.
•
604 Maui St. Murray, Ky. str. Murray 77
• •
et'
mos.
-0 "
ANNA DELL TAYLOR
Anna Dell Taylor was born spare time from regular teachink:
March 31. 1949 anci passed away duties. Anna Dell was in the
- 15. 1957. She was a second grade and possessed a
very frail and sk eak child physi- Very keen and alert mind. Her
tally but hie radiant personality ability to read,%-evrite .and draw '
and - personal friendliness won was a great pleasure to her.
for her many very dear friends. Mrs. Thyra Crawford was also
She .was alWays happy . a nd a very dear friend, and w
as
Chserful -and wanted others to be always ah inspiration .to Anna
happy, Dell. She cherished the Hallo-.
When Anna Dell eves Sur "Tr' 
party Mr. Crawford and
yi"Lie; aid she began her prayer her 
class at Kirksey gave for ,
that Jesus would help her to 
Mrs. Crawford saisl the
few of es As adults ever •acquire.
meAan;itshoer dear friend was Mrs.
her.
name Anna Dell _would alwaysvealk. She possessed a faith that -
much to' hen.
S-se was much concerned about Johnie Myers, beautician who
not getting behind in her Sundy- a • Was always so kind and Patient
School class. Only a very few In fixing Anna Dell's hair. •
days before 'her death she assur- Mrs Abilene. Jackson,- her
ed her parents that she prayed grandmother, -provided a home
le Jesus each night and she for her . in Murray jlowing
ne%•er lost hopieof gaining phyd- the;many visits She Made to
cal strength. tlie hospital. Almost every Sun-
Anna lira had a 'hcatt of day she 'fixed dinner for Anne
friend); but there were a -• few Dell and ministered to her needs'',
lthoathercohnattpirt nite:ds: %Dor.. voerya ,minatteso7n _DeDllormingrs.:..tshetarkpaszsrinwgia
 
of asAntnhsfel,
her • physician did all that was kind and helpful neighbor, pro-
humanly possible for her and riding' esery- kindness and need
never eared her peisonal interest by taking the family into her
and devotion. • '•• • flume.
Mavi McCamith, a 'personal All of these and many other;
friend 'sec Anna Dell's teacher, were nee:oiling and,h4•1 1 dun-
Tax Selling
May Already
Have Occurred
By DELOS SMITH
United Press Science Editor
NEW YORK l - Wall Street
is beginning to wonder if the
stock market hasn't about dis-
counted a levelling off in busi-
ness next year.
The street also is toying with
a thought that the tax selling
which usually comes in Novem-
ber and December may have
been pretty well taken care of
in the recent heavy selling.
And thirdfS,, the financial dis-
trict wonders if inflation isn't
likely to become a potent factor
again in 1958 with the govern-
ment lifting its spelsding for
defense with emphasis on mis-
sile research.
The month of November us-
ually brings a rising market
and December has always been
the year's best for the bulls.
In December of past years
the market has benefitted from
two things - an end of tax
selling and a reinvestment of
funds received as divldend and
interest payments.
There could be a bit of cold
water thrown on the December
picture this year if the dividend
BLAST OFF.
ST. LOUIS UI - Raymond
Pitts really wasn't trying to
make like a satellite when he
launched himself from a ramp
and went sailing out into space.
Pitts drove up a ramp to cross
the Mississippi River, noted too
late that it wasn't a bridge he
was on but the uncompleted
Mark Twain Express way. He
was treated for minor injuries
after his car dropped, 18 feet to
the ground.
SPACE SAVER
EVANSVILLE, kid. UI - Four
teen-aged girls have petitioned
Superman,' via the TV_ station
that carries his program here.
to fly into space and save the
dog in Sputnik II.
TUESDAY
payout doesn't came up to hopes
of market operators. Not a few
think there will be fewer fat
dividends than in recent years.
But, the market men reason,
there's something to the belief
that the worst that could hap-
pen to business - if the seers
are correct - has been dis-
counted by the market.
They don't expect a roaring
but Imarket to develop. But
many hold there could be a
sizeable recovery in prices.
1 Also there still are many
who feel the market will meet
further tests of its recent lows.
The more bullish hold that a
test was made just a few ses-
sions ago and the market met
It favorably - favorably for
a recovery.
Harris, Upham & Co. lists some
big recoveries in previous bear
markets. These have run to 48
per cent for the period from
Nov. 13, 1929, to April 17, 1930.
From Nov. 24, 1937 to Jan.
4.
— NOVEMBER 12, 1957
11, 1938, there was a • rise of
18% per cent and from Nov.
22, 1946 to Feb. 8, 1947 the
rally was 13 per cent.  
This year from July 12 to
Oct. 22, the industrial -average
fell by 20 per cent, the firm
ikoints out from 520.77 to 419 79.
"Even the longest and severot
bear markets are punctured is
substantial recoveries," the Har-
ris, Upham firm says. "Over
the next four months a range
of from 400 to 460 is likely
which would give good profit
opportunities for alert traders."
Max H. Churchill
gr.
Funeral Homo
Superior Ambulance
Service - Equipped
with Oxygen
— Friendly Service —
311 N. 4th St. Ph. 98
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WEDNESDAY & THURSDAY
JAMES
• DEAN
PLAYS
HIMSELF
IN THE
For More Leisure
and Freedom From Washday W
send your laundry to
iloone s
---
SHEETS, PILLOW CASES and TABLE CLOTHS
STARCHED and BEAUTIFULLY IRONED
TOWELS SOFTLY FLUFF DRIED
a
Everything Washed
Hospital Clean
to protect the health
of you and your
family.
LADIES DRESSES, BLOUSES and SKIRTS
IMMACULATELY IRONED!
Men...
Your are dressed up in
a Boone laundered shirt,
snow white and perfect-
ly ironed. Starched as
you like them (medium
heavy, or no starch.
3 Types of Laundry Bundles For Your
Convenience and Budget
DRY WASH - FLUFF DRY - FAMILY FINISH
Items can be selected in the dry wash and fluff dry to be
ironed.
SAME DAY SERVICE ON REQUEST
(In by 9:00 - Out by 4:00)
Each piece of your laundry personally inspected by Mrs. Ezelle is your
guarantee of satisfaction.
Save On
Cash and
Carry!
PHONE 234
SEND YOUR LAUNDRY TO
BOONE'S Phope forPick-up and
Delivery
Service
SOUTH SIDE OF COURT SQUARE
"N.
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per weed ter ewe day, minimum of 17 words for SO• So pow word fee three despe. libaulleall MI6 ars PsYsbis IR adVanCe•
FOR RENT
)1VI HOUSE, 201 So. 6th.
rleally heated throughout
674. Cappio Beale. N14C
o Room unfirranstied apart-
with private bash, also une
•,ni unfurnished apartment
ii private. bath. Phone 1249 or
-M c-Ver1Ingn, N14C
1FOR S
ALE
K! Ten Alum storm win-
ws with Alum servell 1151Ci one
ee $189 last:Ailed. We also
MI the triple track. No down
payment. Up to 36 1110A11).; ski
pay. Home Comfort Co., lash and
Main Street. Ph. 1303. ' DI 7C
BOYS 20 inen bicycle, used one
year, reaeonably priced. L. J.
Hill, Hazel, Ky. Call Hy-23361.
Ni 3C
REBUILT Batteries. 6 volts, $3.75
exchange. 3 months guarantee.
40 ft. TV antena. Model A Pied,
two Kaisers, oil heater. Carken
Juhnison, Hazel, Ky. East of mu-
tton laghlt on state line road,
house 204. N13P
AUTO INaUKANCE, reasonable
rates, no membership involved.
Wilson Insurre.ce. Mem ....reet.
Phone 321. ITC
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SHOE SKATES, ladies size 8.
Almost new. Call 1677-W.' N1ZP
1 Male Help .Wanted -J
......•••••••••••• 
$325 Per Month
Salary Plus Bonus
One of the fastest progressing
companies in its field will
have a- representative t;, inter-
viewing men who hold the
following qualifications:
1. Age 21-45.
2. Own automobile in good
condition.
3. Willing to be away from
horde Monday through Fri-
day. Hume every weekend.
4. High school education.
5. Available for immediate
employment.
TRAINING: No experience is
necessary Through training is
given by company and pay
begins with training.
APPLY IN PERSON
Tuesday, Nov. 12th
6 P.M. to 9 P.M.
MR. TONJES
Hall • Hotel
Mayfield, Kentucky
Auction Sale
SAT., NOV. 16 at 10:00 am. at
my home, three miles east of
Elm Grove Church on Newberg
Road. Consists of tanning tools,
hsrse drawn, alrau one Ford -
Ferguson tractor 47 model equip-
ment, I two row drill team for
tractor, live jt.isey cows, two
fre,lh and three to fredhen soon,
two milk cane, one four wheel
warm, one mule el -15 esn..s
high. And other
Lawrence, Murray E. 1. N14P
FSERVIC.ES OFFERED
OEAD STOCK removed Cr...
Radio dispatched trucks. Duncan
Tankage Co. Prompt service 7
days a week. Call long distance
collect, Mayfield 433, Union City
1305. 117.7.
CAR OWNERS. Effective Sept.
25, we are providing family au-
tomobile insurance protection at
25% belov.• normal rates. Purdom
and Thurman Insurance Agency,
407 l'itap1e Street, south side of
court square, phone 842 or 847,
Murray, Ky. TInG
BuFTC7:7portunitia• 1
1 WILL DO waso..ng and .r.ming
in my home. Satisfaction guar-
anteed.. Reassnable rates. Phone
1723. ITC
•
new Western thrinor
C 144 15'7: 5Ca D Oserh. pr Frcrn the n.oel published
by The atacmillasGo. Diatribeted by Kos Features gyaile.ate.
MIS Pip!. ^0 Few drers?" 
for Matt rolot'an's Rar .1.1 Tee,
mr, Y.:: it 5,4,1..; came, at I didn't, but I knew then, tie 
.1 sse is' is sup-
once. the grass wet; im fo-ft by loo!:,;
-7 at Iwo that an arm s. • • n
loaa- -; ZS a sal- b
ut v.as a
e Boar ot the pail:. ere* -to pay for thepl
easure a Joker in the deck. Cattle prices
n on the lower slopes of Camp-
moiirtain.
Gil and I worked together, and
gr,t along because we had to.
was sullenly silent. sometimes
-edgy, but I could understand how
It was with him. He'd left home
with high hopes: hut he had re-
turned, whipped and starving, his
Shiotedl drre-ieg.
we did better because we
dl -d Cie work. Gil spent long
shiss in the saddle with the cattle:
sprezol mfinure on tre garden
and the &lee as soon as I could
1.. I on the ground. then I plowed.
s That was the way 'things were
o hen the peddler, Si Beam. drove
mut our place one mem. Beam
hadn't been in the park since
Thanks7iving. when he'd judged
the turkey shoot. We were all
glad to see him because he
brought news from outside, and
Mn. in spite of her practical na-
ture, was like a child when she
went through the gadgets Beam
had to sell.
I heltied him put his horse up.
Then. as we weiked across the
yard to the house, he said, "Cam-
eron flunyan's in town this week."
"Sammy Blue with 
him?""Yeah, he s with the old man,"
Beam said.
• "How's his right arm?"
"Stiff. Fie dun't use it. He even
eats with his left hand."..
I'd see Alec again, I thought
uneasily as I walked beside Beam.
We were almost to the back
porch when Beam said. "Dave.
I've got a message from Runyan.
He paid me money to deliver it.
It's for everybody in the park.
You suppose we could call a
meeting tonight?"
„,,"No. We're too busy."
"I'd pay you five dollar* an
ifte tirnoon's work. Maybe yo
could use five dollars."
I.c.euld use it all right. If I
dirtn't go, somebody else would.
"Tell you what I'll do. Si," I said.
"Along with that flee dollars, you
let Ma pick out any piece of cloth
you've got, enough for a dress,
and I'll call the meeting."
"It's a deal," he said.
When 'We went Into the kitchen
and I told Ma about it, she
laughed, one of the foie times I
d.had ever hear a taste of sheer
pleasure b r c a- k Spontaneously
from her. "Dave, , - you know 
'Ten, 115,000 for Anch
or, $12,000
how loiig it been MSc, I had a to Dance's 
Diamond 8, 86,000i
new dress would give her. I were up since Pa bought the
I met with a lot of grumbling outfitand the ranch was in the.
that afternoon, but all the park I best shape it ever had be,n.
When Beam finished. Elder -
Smith said quietly, "Cameron
Runyan seems to be a persistent
'of It. man
 Tell him the answer is still
Beam shook hands all around no."
and got right down to business aL, But the weak link in our cha
in
soon as Elder Smith called tne was Matt Colohan. He was the
meeting to order. He said. "First only ran
of all. I don't want you folks to 
ssor in the pack who had
think I'm Cameron Runyan's er- 
suffered severe winter loss, and
rand boy. I'm a peddier--no more 
to him 16.000 must have sounded
like a million.
I sat across t h e aisle from
Colohan; I saw his face get red
I woilldn't have come this early 
and his chin begin to quiv
er. Fi-
ll it hadn't been for the deal Run. 
natty he jumped up. He shouted,
van wants to make. In fact, I 
"All of you can say No till you
run out of spit. but I'm gonna
take Runyan's price and get out
of here!" • -
Frank Dance stood up and.
grabbing Colohen by the shoulder.
whirled him around and hit him.
Colohan went down and lay still,
knocked cold. •
Dance rubbe,c1 his knuckles ••.
against his shirt. "Sorry Malt.
can't hear what I've got to say,
but somebody can tell him. I'
ll
kill the first man who sells ou
t
to Runyan. I've heard Johnn
y
Strong say the same thing i
n
this room. I've heard Dave Mun
-
ro say it. Now 1 say it. Joe Mun-
ro diet for eomething, and I 
ain't
gonna let bls death go to waste."
We broke -up a, few minutes
ranchers came to the meeting
They felt, just as I did, that we
ought to know what Runyan had
to offer, even if nothing came
and no less I've come to Dillon'a
Park every fall and spring for
learn But the way the roads are.
hesitated quite a while, but you've
been so wonderful to me that I
thought I ought to come."
Before he could go on, Frank
Dance broke in, "Si, are you go-
ing to tell tis whatieRunyan had
to do with Joe Menro's murder?"
Beam froze, hi. eyes flicking
nervously around the room, and
for a few seconds a dropped pin
would have sounded like • ten-
penny nail. Then he said: "Frank.
respected Joe Munro as much
a.s the next man. If I knew any-
thing about his murder, anything
at all. I'd have gone to Ed Veach
a long Ume ago."
"A lot of good that'd do," John-
ny Strong grumbled.
"True, but he's the sheriff and
we're die voters and we'put him
into office," Ream said. "Now j after that;
 Si Beam not very
let's get on with our business,. happy a
bout the way it had gone.
Bemember. I'm not trying to per- j He left 
the park the next day.
Three . days later Kip Dance
rode in on a dead run just as l
finished milking. He reined up
and stared down at me, tear
s
running down .his cheeks. He
wiped his face with his sleeve and
trial to say something but choked
up, then he got It out. "Elder
Smith was shot and killed thus
niorning. Just like your pa. He
went out through his hack door
.
same as he always does 'bou
t
sunup, and he got it in the bris-
seade you to take Runyan's offer.
I'm just fetching it to you."
"Si," Bess interrupted, her
voice sharp with Impatience, "if
Runyan wants to buy us out, the
answer's No, just like It alway
s
has been."
Beam stopped and ticked his
lips, plainly disconcerted. He took
a folded sheet of paper out of
 his
coat pocket and opened ft 
He
said, "He wants to buy, al
l right,
but this time he's making 
a defi-
nite offer, for. each ranch."
We oaf there listening 
against ket."
our will simply because 
none of
us would get lip, and 
kick Si-
Beam out the door. He 
reeled off
the figures: $7.000 for 
the Big
- •••••• • • 4.4444 -AL- ...,-"=••••••• ••••a•NII•
Years of pent-up fury ex-
plode tonalrf .45 as I Pitt' knurls.:
his brother out. Don't nli
ss
thus es el I inatallment Of
"Deaperate Aim"
-co -Pt D E D- Co PY F4 p E r
WITHOUT
5EING
TOLD ?
Responsible Person
Male or female, from this
area, wanted to service and
collect for automatic dispens-
ers. No seams. Age not es-
sential. Car, references, and
$700.00 warkng capital neces-
sary. 7 to 12 hours weekly
nets to $300 monthly. Possibi-
lity full time work. For local
interview give full particulars,
phone. Write P.O. Box 672,
Minneapolis, Minn.
CONSCIENTIOUS Boy, age 12,
who is willing to work. Muat be
neat, honest and dependable. For
personal interview, see or call
Joe Overbey, 1126 after 5:00 pm.
TF
....4•••-••••••••••••••••••••
I Wanted To Buy I
CLEAN COTTON RAGS. No
belts, buttons or zippers please.
Ledger & Times. Phone 55. U
..••••••
NOTICE
CAR OWNERS. We are provid-
tag farn.iy automobile insurance
at 25% below normal rates. Fur-
dom and Thurman lnourance,
souttiside Court Square, Ph. 842
or 847. • TEC
SINGER Sewing machine sales
and service on all makes. Cali.
before 8:00 or after 4:00. Leon
Hall, phone 934-J. N I6C
THIS 14(410E * important to
you The trend is toward the
Meadev.: Lane Subderision. If
yeu are interested irt iwn:ng a
beaueful modern h .me in one
of thy best residential sectiuns of
Singer Cuts
Away Fat
Now Happy
By WILLIAM EWALD
United Press Staff Correspondent
NEW YORK lilt - Mery Grif-
fin, a singer who used to be
fat and happy, is currently slim
and hungry.
"I used to weigh 245 pounds.
I used to eat anything I wanted
to," recalled Griffin with a smack
of his lips. "You can imagine
how I looked. I'm five-feet-
nine."
"Ir. fret, I wr.s so fat early
IND OF GAME-Shot fatally In
an alleged gun battle follow-
ing a card game in Jersey City,
N. I., the body at detective
Thomas Borseao is examined by
police officers on the sidewalk
In front of a saloon. Borseso's
brother. patrolman Mike, and
Lt. Joseph Cantner were
wounded, the latter critically.
The three were off-duty at the
ttme. (fisteenattosual
Murrell: y, u will want to act be-
fore it too late. There are a
few ch-ce lots left in the Mee-
dew Lane Subdevis. in. Make
your select: ii now and pay lat-
er. Why not drive out and look
these beautiful lots over, select
your let then contact Tucker
Real Esaate Agency. They will
be glad Ix, aeotelait you in every
way puesable and see that you
gar Ir good deed to the lot of
your choice. licensed and bond-
ed tor your torol.ectgon.
Tucker Real Eseate Agency
502 Maple Strt.e...
Phone 483
RAMC'.
AUNT
FRITZI
PM
GOING
UP TO
BED
in my career that when I was
with this local show in San
Francisco, they used to bill me
as the "Mystery Singed." The
station -was too embarrassed to
send out my picture."
Griffin, lulled into semi-som-
nolence by the blissful perkings
of his digestive system, was
unruffled by this treatment. But
he did take pause one morning
when he was called upon to
appear on a local breakfast show
with another singer, Joan Ed-
wards.
-Well, Joan heard me sing
and she said - 'Merv, you sing
the end, but the blubber's got
to go," recalled Griffin.
Too Fat For Her
"Then two days later, this
elderly lady fan came up to
me and when- she found out
who I was, she shrieked - 'But
you're so fat!" I think she got
a little hysterical about it be-
cause she kept saying it over
and over."
Griffin was, as another musical
observer has put it, all shook
up. "I decided maybe I better
trail some of it off - television
to come in around
then, too, and I figured my fat
had had it," he said.
- "I did it che hard way
but &teaks, eggs and
cottage chesee. I knocked off
11 pounds the first week. I got
so enthusiastic after that, I al-
most ended up on lettuce leaves."
Griffin hacked off 90 upunds
in four months, a /eat roughly
comparable to negotiating the
Sahara in roller skates.
"The terrible thing about
sticking to a diet in show busi-
ness is that the people in it
are the greatest eaters in the
world," said Griffin. "Every-
bodys always eating - during
rehearsals, before the show, after
the show. Lots of people in
the business will sit up most
of the night in a Broadway
HAIRLINE ESCAPE
HOLLYWOOD t -Actor Steve
Terrell had a tough time decid-
ed which.TV film part to accept,
that of a Navy cadet with white
sidewall haircut, or 'that of La
trontiersmarf with sideburns
restaurant, just munching away.
Free Balloonist
"And then, of course, when
you're out of work, it's even
worse. You have nothing to do
but eat. I was at liberty for
one point last year and ballooned
to 180 pounds."
Griffin, 30, a native of San
Mateo, Calif., is currently run-
ning a daily evening radio show
of his own on the American
Broadcasting Network. 'Met' list-
ening audience never. gets a
chance to glimpse his 'svelte
figure, but Griffin doesn't mind
too much. ,.„
"Sure. I'm a little sad about
not being fat anymore - I loved
eating, 1 loved to booming laugh.
I used to have and I loved the
way girls used to love me. No
kidding. girls like fat men better
than thin ones, I've found:" he
said.
"But then, being thin _has. 1.14
advantages, too. Now, "I can
dance the mambo without being
conspicuous and it's also possible
RA
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IT'S ROMANCE SET TO MUSIC' '
1 ' '' DfANNARTLN
1
'IVIIIOUSVD I
f . BEDROOMS•„
• DIE WOK mo IIIIROGIOR
-... .... ....,
P-L-U-S
Tom and Jerry Cartoon
Murray Lumber Co. Inc.
"EVERY FOOT A SQUARE DEAL"
104 East Maple St, Phon
e 262
WIGGINS
FURNITURE - NEW - USED - ANTIQ
UE
A New Shipment Every Week
104 N. 4th St. Telepho
ne 1903
I INVENTED A
NEW SYSTEM
THAT MAKES
ME
LIKE
IT
• •
•
do t:.
004,
I
• • 
e _
trtav -4-
ABBIE an' SLATS
ACCORDIN" TO WHAT MORSIDA
PAWN SAYS, EVERY TIME SHE
WRITES ABOUT SOME CRIME-
SHE'S GOT TO
EXPERIENCE
IT FIRST,'
F'
ill
NOVV '.1E 5 wRiT,NG A8061
SOMEBODY ROBBINS A LITTLE
CANDY STORE, GUESS
SHE LL HAvE TO
MAKE THAT ONE LP
OUT 0'
, WHOLE CLOTH
PAGE FIVE
for me to get my arms around
a girl. But man, am I hungry."
on
Modernizing
with
EMPIRE
944 FLOOR
FURNACE
No basement needed. fits mien
Meer. Lew installatisa testi
New Empire burns clean, healthful
gas. No wasted fuel ... cut costal
Silent, safe, dependable.
=MID
Your New Empire will pay comfort
dividends fir a Ide ime! No coal to
shovel . . . no ugly oil hlm. Set the
thermostat ... your worries •rts
over. See your Empire Dealer for
completed...J:0e without obligation.
105 N. 6th St.
Murray, Ky, Ph. 1177
A Isooun
Ile•lora Aea-lacky Ga• 1.
UPPIRE . heating comfort
-'thor lasts a lifetime!
by Ernie Bsashmill.r
I PUT A PEANUT
ON EACH STEP
AND EAT MY WAY
UP TO BED
U., 16 ato ,
IP • 1•••••
iT
al.1.5-esseee LER-,
MORNING, MISS DANN. WHY --YES .
BEEN DOIN' SOME .45 A MATTER
EARLY SHOPPING? OF FACT--
by Raeburn Van Buren
--I NAP A POWERFUL
UROE FOR SOME
CANDY. SC-I WENT
CUT AND GOT SOME ,
LIL' ABNER
r-:150.ai/5
AS
HARIARD
A
YES -BUT NEVAI-1 MIND TH" 
SMALL
THAT'S TALK. WANTA
 DATE
ONLY
BECAUSE
HARD-RD
PLEASE.
•
DID YOU \
(CH,OKE) $A?
CANDY??
by Al Capp
THEN MEET
IN DOGPATCH-
SOON'S YO' KIN!!
AH'LL bE
WAITIN'if
•
,
te-•
it
•
-71
a
•
'""41W.""Sairaielieuwateusiseilaremee.:elln -*"
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LEDGER & TIM --• MURRAY, KENTUCKY
WOMEN'S PAGE
Lochie Landolt, Editor Telephone 1685
PERSONALS
Mn. Lees Waterfield. M a i Is
Street. plans to leave Mursey on
Thane:lay, November 14 for
Waatengton. D.C., tu auend the
Waadruan Cmobe conventene Mrs-.
Wateraeld will atop Teensy:lie'
November 15 to at teeth flee
grandetaughter, Mrs. Heber. Har-
es's' 01 Fore Knox. On her return
trip, she plans to spend a few
days in Frankfort visiang her
ssan, Lt. Gov. Harry Lee Water-
flak' and his family.
• • •
Oetters attend:rig the Woodman
Duman:ion from Murray wth be
Mrs. W. Z. Carter, Olive Street;
Mrs. Ckiffore Melugin, Srairp
Serena and Mrs. Gus:ea McKeei
Curd, Benton Rued.
• • • •
Nis. and Mrs. Jahr. Warner and
cluldren. Jahrsny and Angeen, of
Elizabertheeen were .n Murray
ever the weekend visiting their
parents, Mr. and Mrs. E. C.
Parker, Elm Snare, and Dr. and
Mrs: C. G. Warner, Murray RI. 4.
• . • •
tat. and Mrs Rupert &livers
ind chikirere Susan and Sieve,
alL be in MurraY blends
Wecineeakiy, November 13. La.
Savera, fannerly of Murray am
Weddings Locals
Club News Activities
SOCIAL CALENDAR
Tuesday. November 12
The Women's Missionary So-
ciety arclea et the First Baptist,
mrch will meet at 2:30 pm.
Group I will meet at the home
of Mrs. George Upchurch; Group
II at the home of Mrs. R. W.
Churchill; Group II with Mrs
K. T. Crawford; Group IV in
the harne of Mrs. H. B. Chiles:
and Group V will meet, at the
Baptist Mission.
• • • •
The Murray Jayrettes will
meet at the home of Mrs. Z.
Enix, Coldwater Road, at 7:30
p.m. The purpose of the meeting
is to elect officers for the corn-
ing s-ear. Mrs. Enix is temporary
chairman.
• • • •
The Morning Circle of t h e
First Meet:Lame church WSCS
vsil: meet at the lsime of Mrs_
Ray Munday. North 8th Street,
at 9:30 a.m. Mrs. Bryan Tolley is
program loader.
• • • •
The. AAUW will meet in the
Foen.rnice Department of
thit Scieheit Building at Niurray
S.Me Coinge at seven - thirty
lesaucah. is atmemed at Fart •
 • • •
Sem Baton" Tex. as the Anna me Murray Star chapter N.
aleceati Corp.
S • • •
Jannee Crawford, Van-
Conete sateen:, visited
M
aerreat
Mr. and Mae. John Neal Purdarn,
Sinurssay ana Sunday, Novernoer
- and 10. ILin Craw fora, niece
of Mrs. Puresom. was in Murray
Lir t.ne homeceming game a:-
Murray Stage Caseate. On Sun-
uay, Mrs. Puroam a n a Mae
Crawlerd attended a style thuw
in Nana ine in waltz Miss
(-raw fere was a mann. Mae
Lraweacia metier, Mrs. Jemie.
U. Cr a a tura, me i :nem in Nai-
siLt at retie:lea to Murray
well Mr.. Purnell: :U spena a few
days.
• • • •
Anon• Caro, a the frame daben
433 oEs will hold es regular
meeting at 7:30 p.m. at t h
Mason:se Hall.
• • • •
Wednesday. November 13
The rkr.s and Crans Club will
meet a: the home of Mrs. Mac
Thomas Tarry, 104 North 13th,
at 230 pin. Mrs. Melus Lana,
will be hostess.
• • • •
The Business Guild of t h e
Clea_saar. Women's Fellewehip ef
the Fier. Christian Caurch will
mea a: the eine: of Mrs. C. S.
La aers. Oina Blvd_ at 730 p.m_
Hoe:Lee-ea are Mrs. Laeasery and
Mrs. Walter Blackburn.
• • • •
'Thursday, November 14
The Young Maimed Wcanen's
by 7 1r. a rozt Mr.: Sam lers are, semen- aneaa anasa a tee
  :_.r then* Osugnsier. Own Ceerey Corner Baptise Church
Nu%Seniu.i 7 a; the Saarray Hoes erne ineei at the n .me ot Mrs
Hoyt Roberts, al an &recta at
710 pm.
pato..
• • • •
A. W. Sons:nem Jr., was at
Wale act to visa his
pateaa. Mr. aria Mrs. Auarey
eerier, :a. Sycamore eareei. A.
a-ann.:Lig ase Lni•ererty
at Keziaacea vinery rse is a meets-
Der S14,1Tli Aestia Epeaton sue-
:rieernity. Accamparung him
to Murray was 3d..5s Nancy
Inataraen why vlsr:ed ner grand
mather, Mrs. Lass Wa'erneid,
Main niceet. Nancy ta a
az one L. re-vanity of nentucay.
• • • •
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Fusers,
lisaraili. announce the oirth ot a
sten, Lalarne Hawara. tsorn
verreser .5 at use Muray
• • • •
Mrs. Dallis Rummager. Jack-
ear.. ()hi J. 'pen. the pas went
saseing ner mother, Mrs. W. A.
same ano her user, Mrs. Sally
Wneneu. Mrs. kturnrenger re-
turned to her nurne -batifrosiy,
Nos ethiber 9.
• • • •
IL11-..)4e1Cell, Detroit, Mich.,
we. e weekend 1 ft e lb
Bluing .1ctually
Dulls The White
CHICAGO le —Acicer.g bluing
to the family wash actually re-
duces its . brightraaa. bi4t t h e
clothes still appear to be. whiten
0. Harry OLeori, a near spec-
ialist. said this happens because
:he bluing agent subtracn the
het or reduces :he reflecting
quahty of the fabric.
The over-ail effect then be-
co)nea more natural. Olsan said.
-. Olson rs a physicist at 'he Ar-
nesur Research Fourkire-.. r. the
Illinois Izaratuie of Tecrthalegy,
Chicago. ,
monwr, McKea. and
tae aener, Mist, G eciaa Cum.
• • • •
„Mrs. Dawson Smith. Aseeberta
N. G.. arrived Faday far a two
week., vitt well -her rr.
Mrs 4:11-ie MeKeol, and her son.
R.chara Ser
* HEATING
* WATER HEATING
* COOKING
GAS INSTALLATION
SERVICE
Get your gas appliances in-
stalled by personnel who have
had 30 years of experience in
the gas business.
We give 12 months Free
Service on all new appliances
we sell.
24-hour service, six days a
week. All work Guaranteed.
FOR FREE ESTIMATES SEE OR CALL
CHARLES MUM,
Domestic Service Co.
604 Main St. Murray, Ky. sz, Murray, 77
The Watch and Chatter Club
se----11-1--meet at the home of Mrs.
Rule 'Wilson, South 7th Street,
at I..porn.
• • • •••
The regular meeting • of the
Supreme' hares', Woodmen Circle
woo meet at the Murray Worn-
apa Laub House at 7:30 in the
es L sing.
4 •
_ The Magazine Club will meet
at 2:30 m the. afternoon at the
home ,ii Mrs. Jack FrOst. Mrs.
U. C. Woils is chairman of the
groul!,
• • • •
The Hazel PTA will moot at
7a00 pan, at the schen teaming.
A spier:aid preen= is saleauled
anc. retreat:me:es. will be served.
• •
rrIC Wee,esan Caren: of the
Cnuren %ell meet
a. Airs. t.;evree
r :Wit ii .,..A.Isawn, at •a54J in
. ening.
Lionel Now
Makes Trains
For The Girls
By DOC DU IGG
United Stress Stan Correspondent
NEW YORK tlf) — In a major
breanthrough into new concepts
ul railroading. the Lionel people-
have developed a complete five-
cat electric model train made
far girls only. That's crash think-
Ir.g. boys.
Always, they explain, female
nits have had to content them-
eaves with playing with broth-
er., model trains. But that's all
la.Lnd us now. The new, girlish
ere:a-can. features pastel colors
nem as a pink-frosting steam
locomotive, robin's egg blue New
York Central boxcar, lilac Lehigh
Vale a hopper, sky blue Penzisyl- '
lama illuminated caboose, Ind
buttercui., . yellow M-K.-T box-
car.
The model train people always
have copied details from the
Dig real-life railroads, but this
time they weem to have gone
out an their own for the women's
trade: And therein may lie the
virus of an idea for the real
railroads.
Trains For Ladies
In the recent disclosure that
talks have been underway look-
ing toward possible merger of
the New York Central and thee-
Pennsylvania railroads, t here
were estimates that each line
was 'losing around 50 million
Th. Chan"' If"
By WILLIAM EWALD '
United Prins Staff Corraspondient
NEW YORK ftn —The channel
swim...
Plans are just about set to
beam an entire' Steve Allen
show from Havana, Cuba, early
next year. /n color, yet. In-
cidentally, Mrs. Allen (Ja)n'te
Meadows) will call the baby
Barbara if it's a girl. Christopher
of' it's a boy — it's expected to
arrive within a week.
Nan Fabray and CBS-TV are
huddling on a new series that
would be based on the 'book,
"Guestward Ho"..."Seven Lively
Arts" has coaxed Ernie Kovacs
Into one of its capers some-
time after the first of the year.
"Dick and Duchess" has had
it at CBS-TV...The illness of
Herbert Mat-shales wife, has forc-
ed him to pull out of the "Be-
yend This Place" spec set for
Nov. 25 on CBS-TV — Hurd
Hatfield will pinch-hit.
Barry And Ed
The shift - of "Harbormaster"
from CBS-TV to' the Sunday
night schedule at ABC-TV in
January will pit two Sullivans
against NBC-TV's Steve Allen
—Ed and Barry...CBS-TV is
trying to coax Jackie Gleason
back to the wars with a one-
shot dramatic script called "Ban-
quet For A Failure."
Evelyn Rusin.- who ones
ed on TV may return
next season in a new series.
"Cindy"...lt -looks as if the Tab.
Rock, Rip, Race fancy - name
cycle may be drawing to a
close — Robert Q. Lewis re-
cently auditioned a new singer
named "Bare' Feet."
With casualty time at ban&
the networks are unmothballing
all sorts of filmed replacemenn
to take the place of shows ex-
pected to be buried around Jan-
uary. CBS-TV is hot for "Col-
lector's Item" with Vincent Price,
dollars a year on its passenger
seavice. Well, why not take the
!plunge and go right after the
powerful distaff trade by whip-
ping up special trains for taffies?
"Ladies Limited! Now leaving
on Track 29. for Paoli. Albany.
!Pittsburgh. and St ate Street
shopping cent er in Chicago!
Please accept our kind request
for your presence aboard....
Pennsy-Central, at home, - after
6:14 p.m. standard time."
Under the Quigg plan, the .
Ladies' Special would consist of I
. several beudeir• cars — one with
chintz drapes outside, another
polka ctrit, another cozily wall- t
papered. ide. there would be
nerrors i at -of windows, since
'he env s weield be much
:are interested In iliaing into
aem than in looking outside.
tale observation car would have
s 
It
icture mirrors.
The exterior architecture of
!he Pullmans would vary with
'each. car — ranch house, Geor-
gian, CapecT,
-by-a-waterfall.-..there would be
brass knockers and chimes on
'tie doors. Also, a fireplace in
• .-cry car, attended, naturally,
a fireman — or firewbman.
Btue Serge Must Go
Than: simply horrible blue
nee on conductors would.
ive go. They could wear
eermuda shorts in summer and
,mething gaudy like matador
.rnIrirrns in winter" The tickets
oiuld be glamorized — heart-
: ,•,earrnta, sukrjruosun. 4dedc(i. ubpyes iztiofver;uisiecy-
aaped and possibly in bonklet
days before her death see assur- - •
parents that she. prayed grandmether, provided a hernia
Abilet
eartthrob sa ries for berthlim! 
ie Jackson, her
=CVIT•
ti 
her
sitti each night and she
:
••4_I - 
.
Of cjii-rtrit. ficeite "Stniuld tPe 13"14 "t 
hope gaining1ing PhYal. 
for her inMurray 
following" the Many 'visits she made to
REDS AKIA0--fiolding a news
conference in Washington, U.S.
Secretary of State John Foster
Dulles frankly admits Russia la
ahead of the United Statea In
missile race. (latanSatiaffoi)
"Magnificent Montague" with
Cedric Hardwicke and "Richard
Diamond, Private Detective," a
show un this past summer. NBC-
TV is readying "Panic," "Pony
Express" and "Blue Angels."
Shelley In Series
Shelley Winters and Music
Corporation of America are hat-
ching plans for a new TV sernse.
...Paul Ford, the colonel on
the Phil Silvers- show, has been
signed on the CBS-TV Dec. 20
spec, "Junior Miss," along with
Jeannie Carson.
ABC-TV's -Do You Trust Yuur,
Wife" has dropped its director,'
Al Burton, and replaced him
with David Lowe.. .Phil Silvers
will build an entire Sgt. Bake
episode around Kay Kendall.
"Kitty Foyle," the show that'll
"replace "Bride and Groom" on
-NBC-TV in January, will be
co-written by Carleton E. Morse,
creator of "One Man's Family"
...Alan Neuman, who' will pro-
auce "Miracle In The Desert,"
the Nov. 24 -Wide Wide World"
was so taken -with the Phoenix-
lucaon area -while doing re-
search for the program, he in-
vested $1,000 in a local land
developittent company.
And John Lupton of "Broken
Arrow" says he knows a rich
Texan who recently gave -his
son a chemistry outfit — Du
Pont.
Tax Selling 
C.
May Already.
Have Occurred
By DELoS SMITH
United Press Science Editor
NEW YORK — Wall Street
is beginning to wonder if the
stock market hasn't about dis-
counted a levelling off in busi-
ness next year.
The street also is toying with
a thought that the tax selling
which usually comes in Novem-
ber and December may have
been pretty well taken care of
in the recent heavy selling.
And thirdln, the financial dis-
trict wonders if inflation isn't
likely to become a potent factor
again in 1958 with the govern-
ment lifting its spending for
defense with emphasis on mis-
sile research.
The month of November us-
ually brings a rising market
and December has always been
the year's best for the bulls.
In December of past years
the market has benefitted from
two things — an- end of tax
selling and a reinvestment of
funds received as disadend and
interest payments.
There could be a bit of cold
water thrown on the December
picture this year if the dividend
BLAST OFF
ST. LOUIS — Raymond
Pitts really wasn't trying to
make like a satellite when he
launched himself from a ramp
and went sailing out into space.
Pitts drove up a ramp to cross
the Mississippi River, noted too
late that it wasn't a bridge he
was on but the uncompleted
Mark Twain Express way. He
was treated for minor injuries
after his Car dropped 18 feet to
the ground.
,mistity .salon cars, chiropodist
ors, a' cook-it-yourself diner,
• bar car sealing only pink
.ady and Alexander cocktails
.
When the train wheels whis-
pered to the rails while crossing
aestles. it wouldn't sound as
they were saying_ the tra-
aitional Manush.„.Heinie
alanush will plat today." They'd
- ay "Gussie Moran ...Gussle
maybe, -Elizabeth
Secend reigns supramy."-
ANNA DELL TAYLOR
Anna ,Dell'Taylor was born spare time f
rom regular teaching
March .3.1. 1949 and passed away duff-es. Anna 
Dell was in the
Octeber 15, 1957." She was a second grade an
d possessed i
very-frail and weak child aola-o very keen an
d alert mind. Her
tally but her radiant personality ability to read, write arid draw
arid personal friendliness wen was a 
great pleasure to her. •
.for her many very dear friends. Mrs. Thyra 
Crawford was also
She was always happy an,,,, a very dear 
friend, and was
cheerful and wanted others ;() be always an 
inspiration, to Anna
happy. Dell. She che
rished the Hallo-
When nna -Dell was four 
wenn party Mrs. Crawford and
A 
years old she began her prayer 
her class at Kieksey gave for,
jhat Jesus would help her to 
her. Mrs. Cranford said the
,woac. She possessed a faith that 
name Anna Dell would always
few of us as adults ever acquire. 
mean so much to° her.
Another dear friend was Mrs.
She' was much concerned about Johnie Myers, beautician who
not geeing behind In her Sunday was always so kind and patient
In School class. Only a very 
few fixingAnna Dell'sh '
cal strength. • the hospital. Almost every Sun-
>inna Dell had a .hest of
friends but there were a few
that centributed so very much
to her hapraness. Dr. Gra Mason
her physician did all that was
•hurnanly possible for her and
never spared her personal interest
and devotion.
`Mavis McCarnish. a personal
friend ens Anna Dell's nacher.
Mrs.. mash taught Anna Dell
to Zvi- and write during her
day sheafixed dinner for Anna
Dell and ministered to her needs.
During the passing of Anne
Dell; Mrs. Stark Erwin was the
kind and helpful neighbor, pro-
viding every kindness and need
by taking the family into her
home.
All of these and many others
were consoling and helpful dur-
ing. our sorrow and may god
bless all' of yott.
06,•11,1,.•
SPACE SAVER
EVANSVILLE, Ind. l — Four
teen-aged girls have petitioned
Superman, via the TV station
that carries his program here,
to fly into space and save the
dog in Sputnik II.
TUESDAY
payout doesn't came up to hopes
of market operators. Not a 
few
think there will be fewer 
fat
dividends than in recent years.
But, the market men reason,
there's something to the belief
that, the worst that could hap-
pen to business — if the seerS
are correct — has been 
dis-
counted by the market.
They don't expect a roaring
bul 'market to develop. 
But
many hold there could be a
Sizeable recovery in prices.
) Also there still are many
who feel the market will meet
further tests of its recent lows.
The more bullish hold that a
test was made just a few ses-
sions ago and the market met
it favorably — favorably for
a recovery.
Harris, Upham & Co. lists some
big recoveries in previous bear
markets. These have run to 48
per cent for the period from
Nov. 13, 1929, to April 17, 1930.
From Nov. 24, 1937 to Jan.
•
•
— NOVEMBER 12, 1957
11, 1938, there was a • rise of
18% per cent and from Nov.
22. 1946 to Feb. 8, 1947 the
rally was 13 per cent.
This year from July 12 to
Oct. 22, the industrial -average
fell by 20 per cent, the firm
points out from 520.77 to 419.79.
"Es-en the longest and sever lit
bear markets are punctured wen
substantial recoveries," the Har-
ris, Upham firm says. "Over
the next four months a range
of from 400 to 460 is likely
which would give good profit
opportunities for alert traders,"
Max H. Churchill
Funeral Horne
Superior Ambulance
Service - Equipped
with Oxygen
— Friendly Service —
311 N. 4th St. Ph. 98
* ENUS TONITE *
CLARK GABLE ir
YVONNE DeCARLO
- in -
"BAND OF ANGELS"
In Color
WEDNESDAY & THURSDAY
JAMES
DEAN
PLAYS
HIMSELF
IN
-kw
MOW vvaremen enos
For More Leisure
Dr.cFRfkr kiNo.
OF MOTION PICTURE,
and Freedom From Washday Worry
send your laundry to
Boone's
WAS HE
A REBEL?
WAS HE
A GIANT?
SHEETS, PILLOW CASES and TABLE CLOTHS
STARCHED and BEAUTIFULLY IRONED
TOWELS SOFTLY FLUFF DRIED
Everything Washed
Hospital Clean
to protect the health
of you and your
family.
LADIES DRESSES, BLOUSES and SKIRTS
IMMACULATELY IRONED!
Men...
Your are dressed up in
a Roone laundered shirt,
snow white and perfect-
ly ironed. Starched as
you like them (medium
heavy, or no starch.
3 Types of Laundry Bundles For Your
Convenience and Budget
DRY WASH - FLUFF DRY - FAMILY FINISH
Items can be selected in the dry wash and fluff dry to be
ironed.
SAME DAY SERVICE ON REQUEST
(In by 9:00 - Out by 4:00)
Each piece of your laundry personally inspected by Mrs. Ezelle is your
guarantee of satisfaction.
Save On
Cash and
Carry!
PHONE 234
SEND YOUR LAUNDRY TO
BOONE'S Phone forPick-up and/ Delivery
Service
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THE LEDGER & TIME - NURRAT, ,RENTUCK
1
word far one day, minimum of 17 weeds foe 1104 - Is per wiir
d fee three daps. GLiallfled ads are payable lc advance.
FOR RENT
Its siM HOUSE. 201 Se 6th.
really heated througheut
674. Cappie Beale. N14C
'10, Room tuifurneihed apart-
with private bath, aLsu one
room unfurnished apartment
ith private bath. Phone 1249 or
tI-M eveninge. N14C
FOR SALE -1
LOOK! Ten Alum storm win-
!. (loess with Alum screen and .one
duo k $189 installed. We also
haslii the triple truck • NJ down
payment. Up to 36 months to
pay HemeCurnfort Co., 16th and
Main Street. Ph. 1303. D17C
BOYS 20 irldh bicycle, used one
year, reasonably priced. L. J.
Hill, Hazel, Ky. Gall Hy-23361.
N13C
REBUILT Batteries, 6 volts, $3.75
exchange. 3 muntne guarantee.
40 ft. TV anttena. Model A Ford,
two Kaisers, oil heater. Caraten
Jeihneon, Hazel, Ky. East of cau-
tion light on Ault: line rued,
house 204. N 13P
AUTO INsurtANCE, reasonable
rates, no membership involved.
Wilson Insur,,are. Mani .-.reet.
Phone 321. TFC
CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1-Cushion
4-Chaidean city
6-Animal
11-South
American
rodent
13-Weasel-like
animal
1
-Japanua
In easure
Itegtn
l•-Pilaster
13-French for
•'king"
21-Sewing boa
32-Pronoun
33-eximmiaslona
:a-Resort
39-Reveal
3I-Sow
33-Printer's
nleaal.lre
14- River In
Siberia
25-Place
, 34-Capth hin
monkey
P_ Nute of scale-Pound (abbe 1
41-Sailors
(colloid)
43- household
bets
41-Condensed
moisture.
47-Intertwines
10-Artiaciaj
lan•Ua••
53--SImple
1.1.3fan's
nickname
66-11stal
U-Intended
611-Sun god
Cl -Bristly
63-4 oronets
U-Pertaining to
eunoteieso
66-- Printer's
Ineaynre
1117-Antlered
animal
DOWN
1- l'oting •nalmon
2- Eh hanc•
premium
3-- Note of scale
4-1 oolare
2
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11-ttetalb.
I-Teutonic
deity
111-0r4ental
nurse
11-tirl-!unomYtIc
rata) )
10 .6‘1110.4%•
. •
14- Babylonian
.1•Ity
17-hurries
20- Comparatls•
ending
:4- Remainder
TS-iieeun
27-Animal coat
- {8. i Ile t•
311-French priest
33--Gamina cubes
36-1)Ine
37-Itiril net
4.-Pirk
44-Snak•
46-Penned
42-Rasii
49-BoishevIst
1.111,ler
51-1tIvrr In
Siberia
64-14e• In /vats
55-Chor
56-Exists
67-Corde.1 etotb
69-Syrnboi or
. tantalum
63-A eontluent
(abbe
64-- Note of seals
SHOE SKATES, ladies size 8.
Almost new. Call 1677-W: N12P
Male Help .Wanted
$325 Per Month
Salary Plus Bonus-
One of the fastest progressing
companies in its field will
have a representative inter-
viewing men who hold the
following qualifications:
1. Age 21-45.
2. Own automobile in good
, condition.
3. Willing to be away from
home Monday through Fri-
day. Hume every weekend.
4. High school education.
5. Available for immediate
employment.
TRAINING: No experience is
necessary Thorough training is
given by company and pay
begins with training.
APPLY IN PERSON
Tuesday, Nov. 12th
6 P.M. to 9 P.M.
MR. TONJES
4.-3ia1l Hotel
Mayfield, Kentucky
Auction Sale I
SAT., NOV. 16 at 10:00 a.m. 
at
my home, three miles east 
of
Elm Grove Church on Newber
g
Road. Consists of farming t
ools,
rse drawn, also one Ford -
Fergusen tractor 47 model equi
p-
ment, 1 two row drill -team for
tractor, five jersey cows, tw
o
fresh and three to freshen soo
n.
two milk cans, one four wheel
wagun, one mule s! 
's
high. And other . :.1.:...n
Lawrence, Murray K.. I. N14P
FSER VICES OFFERED
DEAD STOCK removed free.
Radio dispatched trucks. Duncan
Tankage Co. Prompt service 7
days a week. Call long distance
collect, Mayfield 433, Union City
130S.
CAR OWNERS. Effective Sept.
25, we are providing family au-
tomobile insurance proteetlon at
25`,S, below normal rates. Purdbm
and Thurman Insurance Agency,
407 Maple Street, south side of
court square, phone 842 or 847,
Murray, Ky. TFC
riTut-O;Tortunitis.
Responsible Person
Male or female, from this
area, wanted to service and
collect for automatic dispens-
ers. No sellIng. Age not es-
sential. Car, references, and
$700.00 workng capital neces-
sary. 7 to 12 hours weekly
nets to $300 monthly. Possibi-
lity fall time wok. For local
interv,ew give full partculars,
phone. Wrde P.O. Box 672,
Minneapolis. Minn.
CONSCIENTIOUS Boy, age 12,
who is willing to work. Mast be
neat, honest and dependablk_lor
personal interview, see or call
Joe Overbey, 1126 after 500 p.m.
TF
Wanted To Buy
CLEAN COTTON -RAGS. No
belts, buttons ol zippers please.
Ledger & Times. Phone 55. U
 •••=i•
NOTICE
CAR OWNERS. We are provid-
ing family automobile insuran
ce
at 25% below normal rates. Put
-
dom and Thurman Inourance,
southside Court Square. Ph. 842
or 847. TFC
I WILL DO wJening and :z-,
:iing SINGER Sewing mach
ine sales
in my home. Satisfaction 
guar- and service on all make
s. Call
anteed. Reasonable rates. 
Phone before 8:00 or aft
er 4:00. Leon
1723. 
yec Hall. phone 934-.1. 
N16C
 -r-
WA D. 
OVERHOLSER'S now Western Hunker
JTJA
19`.6 Ifr 7. W.Va. b h. r Fr the el
by The klikuulillia Co. Dultrithsted by King re/tutu Synda.st
e. 
CI-I Prim! "0
came at
once, the grass wes e• t
mede t'.e flow ot the pails
then on the lesser slopes of Camp-
bell mountain.
Gil and I worked together, and
we got along because we had to.
He was sullenly silent, sometimes
edgy, but I could understand how
it was with him. Fled left home
with high hopes: hut he had re-
turned, whipped and starving, his
w tail dregsing.
Later we dui better because we
divithd the work. Gil spent long
days in the saddle wth the catt
le:
I spread manure on tee ga
rden
and the tieles as soon as I cou
ld
get on the ground, then I plowe
d.
That was the way things were
'when the peddler. Si Beam,
 drove
into our plate one men. Bea
m
hadn't been in the park since
Thankseiving. when he'd judged
the tur:Tey shoot. We wer
e all
If glad to bee him beca
use he
brought news from outside, and
Mn, in spite of her practical na-
ture. was like a child when s
he
Went through the gadgets Beam
had to sell.
I helped him put his horse 
up.
Tl•en, as we walked across the
yard to the house, he said, "Cam-
eron Bunyan's in town this week
."
"Sammy Blue with him?"
"Yeah, he's with the old man,"
Beam said.
"How's his right arm?"
eats with his left d."
"Stiff. He don't hit. He even
I'd see Blue again, I thought
uneasily as I walked beside Beam.
We were almost to the back
porch when Beam said: "Dave,
I've got a message from Runyan.
He pattl me money to deliver -it.
It's for everybody in the park.
You suppose we could call a
meeting tonight?"
"No. We're too busy."
"I'd pay you eve dollars for an
afternoon's work. Maybe you
could use live dollars,"
I could use it all right. If
 I
didn't go, so/retire:1y else wo
uld.
'Tell you what I'll do. Si," I 
said.
"Along with that five dollars
. you
let Ma pick out any piece o
f cloth
apeieve proT.,---il• sough- na.- a 
dress,
and I'll call the meeti
ng."
"It's a deal," he said.
Vetter' we went Into the kit
chen
rW drers'!"
I didn't, but I knew then. 111:-
by too!•••• • at lw• that an al.
load a.. was a se._
;vice to pay for the pleasure a
new dress would give her.
met with a lot of grumbling
that afternoon, but all the park
ranchers Came to the meeting.
They felt, Just as I did, that we
ought to know what Runyan had
to offer, even if nothing came
'of It.
Beam shook hands all around
and got right down to business as
soon as Elder Smith called the
meeting to order. He said "First
of all. I don't want you folks to
think I'm Cameron Runyan's er-
rand boy. I'm a peddler-no more
and no less I've come to Monet
Park every fall and spring for
veers But the way the roads are.
I wouldn't have come this early
'for Matt Colohan's Bar el
I,‘ •..
n
.411 but •
Joker in the deck. Cattle ,prices
were up since Pa bought 
the
outfit and the ranch was in the
best shape it ever had been.
When Beam finished. Elder -
Smith said quietly, "Camer
on
Runyan seems to be a persist
ent
man Tell him the answer is still
But the weak link in our chain
was Matt Colohan. He was. 
the
only rancher in the pack who 
hail
suffered severe winter loss, a
nd
to him $6.000 must have so
unded
like a million.
I sat across t he aisle from
Colohan: I saw his face get 
red
and his chin begin to quiver. Fi-
If it hadn't been for the deal 
Run. natty he jumped up
. He shoutea,
van wants to make. In fact,
 I "All of you can any N
o till you
hesitated quite • while, but you've 
run out of spit, but I'm gon
na
been so wonderful to me that
 I take Itimy?...res price and ge
t out
thought I ought to come." of
 here!"
Before he could go on. Prank Frank D
ance stood. up and,
Dance,broke in, "Si, are you go- grabbing Colo
han by the shoulder,
ing to tell tis what Runyan had Whirled him a
round and hit .him.
.to do with Joe Munro's mur
der?" Colohan went down and lay.suu.
knocked cold.
Dance rubbed his knuck
les
against his shirt. "Sorry Ma
lt
can't hear what I've got to 
say,
but "somebody can tell him
. I'll
kill the first man who sells 
out
to Runyan. I've heard 
Johnny
each Strong say the same 
thing in
at all, I'd have gone to
a long time ago."
this room. I've heard Dave 
Mun-
"A lot of good that'd do," 
John- ro say it. Now I say 
it. Joe Mun-
ny Strong grumbled. 
ro died for something, and.)
 ain't
"True, but ,he's the sheriff and
 gonna let his death go to wae
te."
we're the voters and we put him 
We broke up a few minu
tes
into office." Rerun said. "No
w after that.: Si Beam not 
very
let's get on with our bus
inew happy about the way it had gone.
He left the park the next d
ay.
Three days later Kip Dance
rode in on a dead run just a
s l
finished milking. He reine
d up
and stared down at me, 
tears
running down his cheeks. 
He
Beam froze, has eyes flicking
nervously around the room, and
for a few seconds • dropped p
in
would have sounded like a ten-
penny nail. Then he said: "Frank.
I respected Joe Munro as muc
h
as the nrxt man. If I knew 
any-
thing ahout his murder \shi
ns
Remember. I'm not trying to per-
suade you to take Runyan's off
er.
I'm just fetching it to you
."
"Si," Bess interrupted, h
er
voice sharp with Impat
ience, "if
Rimysuatwants to buy us out
, the
answer's' No, just like It always wiped his face with his sleev
e and
has been." 
Beam stopped and ed 
his 
tried to say sontathing but chok
ed
lips, plainly disconcerted fle to
ok tip, 
then he got It out. "Elder
a folded sheet of paper out 
of his Sm
ith was shot and killed this
morning. Just like yonr pa. He
coat pocket and opened It H
e
went out through his back door.
said, "He wants to buy, all right.
but this time he's making a 
deft. Raffle as he 
always does 'bout
nite offer for each ranch." 
Sunup, and he got it in the bris-
We sat 'there Ihrtening
.agaInst ket."
and I told Ma abo
ut it, sheiour 
simply because no
ne of
laughed, one of the few 
times us wou
ld get tip, and kirk Si-
had ever heard a laugh
 of sheer Beam
 out the door. He reeled o
ff
pleasure bieak 
spontaneously the figu
res 67,000 for the Big
from her. "Dave, do
 you know Ten. 
X15,000 for Anchor, 612,0o0
how long It's been since
 I had a .for Danc
e's Diamond 8. 16,000
rIlirMirreltelProassposessomor......-...
\ 4 \
•
Year5 of pent-up fury ex-
plode tomorrow as Dv e kno,
his brother 0111. M.111
this eseiting of
"Desperate Man."
THIS 'NAM is impuriang to
you The trend is toward th
e
Meadow Lane Subdivision. If
you are interested in owning 
a
beautiful modern home in one
of the beta residential sections of
- - ' -
NANC"
Widf'4
AUNT
TZI
I'M
GOING
UP TO
BED
Singer Cuts
Away Fat,
Now Happy
By WILLIAM EWALD
United Press Staff Correspondent
NEW YORK Il - Mery Grif-
fin, a singer who used to be
fat and happy, is currently slim
and hungry.
"I used to weigh 245 pounds.
I used to eat anything I wanted
to," recalled Griffin with a smack
of his lips. "You can imagine
how I looked. I'm five-feet-
nine."
fact, I • wes so fat early
END Of GAME-Shot fata
lly In
an alleged gun battle follow-
ing a care game in Jersey City
.
N. .1.„ the body of detective
Thomas Borseso is examined by
pollee officers on the sidewalk
to front of a saloon. Borseso's
brother. patrolman Mike, and
Lt. Joseph Gardner we
re
wounded, the tatter critically
.
The three were off-duty at the
Urns. (fistertiation
al)
Murra) u will•w.ant to act be-
Sure it toi. late. There are a
few ch.i.ce Isks left in the Mea-
dow Lane Sul:Avis: in. Make
your selection now and pay lat-
er. Why not drive out and look
these beautiful lots over, select
your kit then contact Tucker
Real Eweite Agency. They wi
ll
be glad So abaci» you in every
way pumable and see that you
get' a' good deed to the 10t of
your cihoice. L.censed and bond-
ed for your protection.
Tucker Real Eao.ale Agency
502 Maple Street
Phone 483
WITHOUT
BEING
TOLD?
10,
rem .....mommine.
in my career that when I was
with this, local show in San
Francisco, they used to bill me
as the "Mystery Singed." The
station was too embarrassed to
send out my pictnre."
Griffin, lulled into semi-som-
nolence by the blissful perkistgs
of his digestive system, was
unruffled by this treatment. But
he did take pause one morning
when he was called upon to
appear on a local breakfast show
with another singer, Joan Ed-
wards.
-Well, Joan heard me sing
and she said - 'Merv, you sing
the end, but the blubber's got
to go," recalled Griffin.
Too Fat For Her
"Then two days later, this
elderly lady fan came up to
me and when she found out
who I was, she shrieked - 'But
you're so fat!" I 'think she got
a little hysterical about it be-
cause she kept saying it over
and over."
Griffin was, as another musical
observer has put it, all shook
up. "I decided maybe I better
trim some of it oft -• television
wass bee-ining to come in around
then, too, and I figured my fat
had had it," he said.
- "I did it she hard way -
n :h'ss but steaks, eggs and
cottage chesee. I knocked off
11 pounds the first week. I got
so enthusiastic after that, I al-
most ended up on lettuce leaves."
Griffin hacked off 90 upunds
in four months, a feat roughly
comparable to negotiating the
Sahara in. roller skates.
''The terrible thing shout
sticking to a diet in show busi-
ness is that the people in it
are the greatest eaters in the
world," said Griffin. "Every
 -
body's always eating duri
ng
rehearsals, before the show, after
the show. Lots of people
 in
the business will sit up 
most
of the night in a Broadwa
y
HAIRLINE ESCAPE
HOLLYWOOD IT -Actor Steve
Terrell had a tough time de
cid-
ed which TV film part to ac
cept,
th'at of a Navy cadet with w
hite
sidewall haircut, or that of 
a
'frontiersman with sideburns,
restaurant, just munching away.
Free Balloonist
"And then, of course, when
you're out, of work, it's even
worse. You have nothing to do
but eat. I was at liberty for
one point last year and ballooned
to 180 pounds."
Griffin, 30, a native of San
Mateo, Calif., is currently run-
ning a daily evening radio show
of his own on the American
Broadcasting Network. The list-
ening audience never gets a
chance to glimpse his svelte
figure, but Griffin doesn't mind
too much.
"Sure, I'm a little sad about
not being fat anymore - I loved
eating, I loved to booming laugh
I usqil to have and I loved the
way girls used to- love me. No
kldding. girls like fat men better
than thin ones, 'I've found," he
said.
"But then, being thin has its
advantages, too. Now, I can
dance the mambo without being
conspicuous and it's also possible
. PRA
4PRIVE-IN rheetie._
Open 6:00 - Start 6:45
TUESDAY ONLY
(PpliitiSiale
0'.. 
titellaW ..
; 
li•
" '•• aioN sosAvori wiriUsts
A oilmaxiis... odour. swam • tatittAL KW
WED. - THURS.
IS ROMANCE SET TO MUSIC'
ii-1 hi ' ' DEANMARTa
* TF,LN riOUSAND
--..s BED110 16
• CINEINSCOPI roe ISTROCOlOil,., „.,. ,...
P-L-U-S
Tom and Jerry Cartoon
Murray Lumber Co. Inc.
"EVERY FOOT A SQUARE DEAL
104 East Maple St 
Phone 262
WIGGINS
FURNITURE - NEW - 
USED - ANTIQUE
A New Shipment Every Week
104 N. 4th St. " Tel
ephone 1903
I INVENTED A
NEW SYSTEM
THAT MAKES
ME
LIKE
IT
ABBIE an' SLATS
14,
ACCORD/N' TO WHAT MORBtOA
DAWN SAYS, EVERY TIME SHE
WRITES All101.1T SOME CRIME
SHE'S GOT TO
vr- EXPERIENCE
IT FIRST:
NOW SHE'S WRITING A8o6T
SOmENOOY RO8NN.6 A LITTLE
CANDY STORE. GUESS
SHE'LL. HAVE TO
MAKE THAT ONE LP
OUT 0'
WHOLE CLOTH.'
PAGE FIVE
for me to get Of arms around
a girl. But man, am I hungry."
on
Modernizing
with
EMPIRE
FLOOR
FURNACE
No basement neellad. Fits NNW
floor. Lew installation cost!
New Empire burns clean, healthful
gas. No wasted fuel...cut costal
Silent, safe, dependable.
Your New Empire will pay comfort
dividends for • lifetime! No coal to
shovel ... no ugly oil film. Set the
thermostat ... your worries are
over. See your Empire Dealer for
complete rIP,s"* w it hoot obtigation.
105 N. 6th St.
Murray, Ky. Ph. 1177
A Lotylasas at
We«tera Ileatacky
OMR .hating comfort
'that /costs a lifetime!
by Ernie Bustimiller
-
I PUT A PEANUT
ON EACH STEP
AND EAT MY WAY
UP TO BED
111., •e -M • .4. •••••
••1
I•67 6, 16. 11.1
eel
MORNING, MISS DANN, WHY- - YES.
BEEN DON' SOME AS A MATTER
EARLY SHOPPING? OF FACT--
LIL' ABNER
(=SO THIS
/S
HARIARD 9
IS ',O 'A
DACHELORF-
YES-BUT
THAT'S TALK. WANTA
ONLY
BECAUSE
I'M SO
HARD TO
PLEASE.
KIEVAN MIND TH SMALL
For-0- g- -AD-cr -P-04+4 -4 • Sic\
A DATE p
tvai-i A .111Lp
•
Yes!!
by Raeburn Van Buren
s
by Al Capp
THEN MEET ME.. •
IN DOGPATCH -
SOON'S 'fa KIN!!
AH'LL BE
WAIT-114%T
...
11111111111.01-1111
10111111hy, •
•
•
•
4.
•
4.
_
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PACE SIX
'
James• • •
(Continued from Passe Dal)
confined to a fi.v.• specific prob-
lems. _ 1
"The first session of the 85th
Crthgrests enacted_ the leas: :erre
cultural legi.ela:ion of any ses-
si.-n ..ence I ihave been a mem-
ber of the Senate." the Vermont
Etcpublican said. -and f
-Childcraft"
first edition of
World Book
15 Volumes
IDEAL
CHRISTMAS GIFT
$5.00
Delivers in 10 Days
Call Fulton. Kentucky.
916 collect
Representative Will Call
firs: ':-.1211e in many years, fraF111
hih.O.VO 3 general increaee
for the ...ernes asea wtraie."
A.ken said very little basis
legislation is needed now to keep
_agriculture on leeetoad_ee heesee
days but added 'ehere_is a jevat
deel to do adminieratvely and
by organized !farm effort."
He said the government has
been enibraeing eiteewnically
unseend . policies ! -sintoly by
ceeinuelly menus-nig •tie unee-
n,mic • r inexpeeienced -farmur
• a. Congress
eme'hing te-eolve his frequent-
...insolvable problems.'
- S ken' alb; Called-for a bel:
n disegned - fur th
esnefilt farmers alone.
AMA
, Crtinued from Page One
me years to eme.-
-The Senate Preparedness
 e
•
THE LEDCER & TIMES MURRAY, KENTUCKY
General ...
(Continued from Paget One)
frees
The pi: eing of the tanker by
the 50-year-old Lemav, wh , as
clvief .4 staff is the Air
F nuniber two in command,
•!. weight to the large US.
e a! the Argentine Air
`.'•! !Oldie*
'else Air Force put on display
Beenes Aires its X-17 missile
wlech helped sieve the atmo-
;•,jeh, re reentry problem. Its Bo-
!nate .1..aLexceldister Jeissi1e_and a
vatiely of jet7planes including a
ceeek_.agrobatic !eam flying F-
'1)t)s.
Lerniy during nine year as
n. ad of SAC led the fight to
c neer the nation's chief seek-
ing force to jet aircraf:. He 'be-
c me vice elief of staff last
July and has been mentioned as
a pres:b:e candidate for Chair-
man of the Joint Chiefs of Staff
:el' the Armed Forces.
eubeernmitee ines ed to speed n7:- , • .
•arings on the U.S. place in osostai Nems
''le space missile race.
Ad administration source told
the United Press that Stevenson
v contacedeat about the time
• • h e recent conference of
President Eisenhower and Sri-
'h Prone Minister Harold Mac-
flan The two leaders agreed
seek closer militarv-scientitc
operation among NATO and
es fr., v ' A rid power"
NOW
ON SALE
1958 CALENDARS
For The Home or Office
Office Supply Department
LEDGER & TIMES
bul winds of 110 miles per hour
were still blowing.
 --T-rerree SarpectelF "
Election officials expected a
trend to be estimated by tonight
but said communications dis-
rupted by the typhoon may slow
vote counting for two or three
days.
Garcia. 61. head of • the Na-
tionalists Party w h o became
president last March when Pres-
ident Ramon Magsaysay w as
!killed in a plane crash, was
'prevented by the typhoon from
!Wang ITiErs home province of
I Bohol. He had planned to fly
I there but air travel was halted.
' The voting was for a presi-
dent. vice president, eight sena-
tors and 103 members of the
!souse of representatives, the
entire body.
! No major issues were involved
in the race, but vote results
were expected to show how
the United States prestige had
stood up in the Philippines. Most
candidates were pro-American.
but presidential candidate Sen.
Typhoon...
(Continued from Page One)
A big vote for Recto would
indicate some dissatisfaction with
the United States since he -has
attacked•American bases in the
.Philippines and alleged U.S.
eccrsomic domination. He was
• re bitter politica lenemy of Mag-.
saysay.
The election campaign which
began in March was the most
heated in the 11-year history of
the Philippine nation. Official
sOurces listed 15 persons killed
and 100 injured in campaign
rioting. Unofficial reports said
19 'died. Domitillo Abordo, a
Nacionalista Part?, candidate for
• the House of _Representatives.
was hovering between life and
death atter being beaten by
hoodlums.
EDITORS FAVOR LATINS
LONDON itr, -A United Press I
poll of leading Western European
sports editors showed decided
favorism toward South America
today to win the 1958 world .
soccer title. Brazil and Argentina
were the top picks of 45 editors
Claro Recto has attacked "fur- pulled in 15 countries with Eng-
f eign domination." land also drawing strong sup-
Attacked U.S. port.
0 no ay's complete record fol-
lows:
ZISALS  31
Adult Beds  65
I, Emergency Beds  34
1! Patients Admitted   4
P' • ••.., Dismiseed   1
New Cd:zeris  0
Patients admitted from Friday
1.30 a.m. to 11:30 a.m.
C'-•ecpce Masen Erwin.
7' 2. Kirk•ey; Mr. Clay Gar-
..d. 914 Walnut Herren: Mrs.
.e. v Gir`ind 914 Walnut. Ben-
' • -• Mrs. .1 B Wee, in and baby
• lel? W Olive. Murray; Mrs.
n Penrth and baby boy.
W 8.h Se. Flereen: Mr. Lee"-
FAwards. 303 Pine. Murray:
1' 'mac J Neleen. Re 4. •
B . tv. Mr.. .1. C-telfrib. ft4" 1.
Merraye Mr. WOE-3rd C Byers.
Pirdin: Mrs. Russell Sweatinan
baby boy. Rt. 6. Murray;
Mr. .1 hn B. Roach. The 4. Mur-
•y; Mies Dorestiely Sowell. 311
'..van Ave., Murray; Mrs. J. N.
. Olive St.. Murray: 54m.
,• !twee Dee Lamb and baby girl.
2:3 Ervin St., Murray: Mee
Beverly Lamb. 213 Irean, Miir-
-ey; Mos Harriet Erwin. RI I.
• zel; Mrs. Dan Stewart, C Metre
S•ieen. Murray; Mrs. A. G,, Vas-
eeeur. Re 7. Bent in; Mrs. Marvin
C Pr.rice, 1508 Walnut, Bergen.
Read Our (i.lassifides
•
FtYINO CITY-le 1804, a man named Robertson published in
Vienna his Idea of a virtual flying city. The author, like all
others of his time, did not understand the atmospheric problems
of space flight. He :nought all that was needed was a bigger
balloon. (NC... York Putrisc Library and Centrai Press)
TUESDAY — NOVEMBER 12, 1957
•
SPACE SlAfION-A space station that gives the appearance of a
thine ti...cet (tope this "Rotary flouse" was envisioned by Capt.
Pernienn Nuerdung of Germany in his book, "The Problems of
Spare haying," published in 19119. The -house" revolves like a
whes1 atarot • central portion to give the artificial effect of
Wright. A mirror on the opposits.sida would gather the sun's
rays to neat water for steam power. At bottom is the obserya-
tiny. Electric an cables connect it with' compression body. Air
kick last end. (Aeu York etiOltc Littrarg and uetitou P‘ce,,
FACING PAGES
.... will carry a full color ad on the
Smith-Corona Electric Office Type-
writer in TIME Magazine, Novem-
ber 18.
"THANKS A MILL1014-7-S141
NEW . • !
GA MAGNETIC DOOR
closes automatically .
PRICED
RIGHT!
BIG 10-Cu.-Ft. G-E. . . with DELUXE FEATURES
The amazons new General Electric fillognetic Door closes automatically, silently,
ond surely he; a more efficient seal and the GI Alnico berets
will lost indeenitely Get litagnetic DOW and other lomous delure.G4 con
cements batter ,a...tes big telrigeotor priced repel
. jii.widre yr.erei- • „gteetce. ;ea es • °deified, doe shelves
• egg rock • Neter romp:verse • porcelom reretat.e drawer.
ism. Arno'
 .411111MEM. 
NEW
LOW
PRICE
NEW G-E SPEEDSTER ELECTRIC RANGE  -
$7,)0S
NOW 2699
PLUS
BONUS
GIFT
* E..tro High Speed Coliod Unit
* No drip Cooiirop
* Automatic keyboard Range-with island control panel
* Giant 73 Mosier Oven
* Removable Oven Door for easy cleaning
•
alt• 04.
fl
5•1
DON'T MISS THIS OFFER !mdfa
SPeet
41.„.
MODEL WA-950R
New 1958
FILTER-FLO'
WASHER
with Wash-to-order
FABRIC—KEYS.
•
aul, at.caity selects right wash
• spin speeds. wash and rinse
'••^Peratures to suit any type of
washable fabric.
I PUMP & PIPE
Phone 197
Across the Street
0 
From P.O. on Maple
At surpris-
in°. ei9:sitlthio.:ConC-Irtor'• en•ble you
to *Noy the comfort of a central gat
heating system.
Think of it! ... Clean, worm filtereö
air delivered to every corner of your
hoei• Warm filter•d air that will
keep your home dewier, cut doers
on cleaning bills (or rugs, drapes,
and furnitur• Central heating is
more healthful and odds to the value
of your home.
Only tit.
TEMCO "Convertor":
• 04....•• w5e...1,401.1.••••41,44 r•ret hey
• %Minos ••••••1 Now hoes.. or.11 6•1 ••••••
ear .prof (1.11••••40.1 44 ...Wood ••••••ti
• Comp14.4, p.  .log1 work ....411 H.*
dOlnan
• 0d.', •••-••• t••••••••••••/ f51.
1.11.041
Bum by 'HMCO, INC., gee hest.
log sp•ciallsts fey this nieti•n.
•See about converting your
floor furnac• TODAY/
ELLIS
MODEL DA 920R
New 1958
DRYER with
AUTOMATI3 CONTROL
Provides proper drying Ilrn• and
temperature for every fabric-
a utornatically.
D-D'alkeite silks
and synthetics
N Cottons and linens
11-Hard-to-dry loads.
after down payment
AS LITTLE AS
BOTH FOR 
•$2" 
PER WEEK
DIUGUID'S
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